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There has never been
a better time for it
As the largest supplier of Machine Tools into the UK market we can
safely say - there’s never been a better time to invest in new Machine
Tools, thanks to the Governments ‘Super Deduction Scheme’.
XYZ demos are available across the UK with all deliveries and
commissioning direct from UK stock.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year from all of us at XYZ

ProtoTRAK

®

XYZ ProtoTRAK KMX Turret Mills
®

Touchscreen
Touchscreen

XYZ ProtoTRAK RMX Bed Mills
®

610 mm to 1,000 mm travel

762 mm to 1,500 mm travel

3 Models available.

4 Models available.

XYZ LR, XYZ HD and XYZ TCM VMCs

XYZ HS High Speed VMC

500 mm to 10,000 mm travel

12,000 or 15,000 rpm

14 Models available.

1 Model available.

To learn more please call 01823 674200
MACHINE TOOL DEMOS ARE AVAILABLE AT ANY OF THE UK SHOWROOMS: DEVON

NU

■ Proven quality & reliability with over 25,000
UK installations.
■ UK sales and service back-up.
■ Free initial CNC training.
■ Finance packages to suit.
■ Part exchange.

CLAIM 130% AGAINST
YOUR TAX BILL

■ Full warranty.
■ Extended warranties.
■ Nationwide service engineers.

Tax issues should always be
discussed with a qualified
accountant as individual
circumstances can vary.

■ Programming helplines.
■ Same day spares despatch.

XYZ ProTURN RLX Lathes
®

XYZ ProTURN RLX 780 Lathe
®

350 mm to 560 mm swing. Various bed lengths.

3 metre gap bad lathe with 780 mm swing and 160 mm spindle bore.

7 Models available.

1 Model available.

Call today to get the latest full
XYZ Product Catalogues
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Call 01823 674200
for the full 66 page
Catalogues, one for
Milling and one for
Turning.
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ProtoTRAK® Turret Mills.
ProtoTRAK® Bed Mills.
Vertical Machining Centres.
4+1 & 5 Axis Simultaneous VMCs.
Mobile Robotic Automation.
Manual Mills & Lathes.
Grinders.
Tooling & Accessories.

XYZ 4+1 and XYZ UMC-5X,

4+1 and 5 axis simultaneous UMC’s

2 Models available.

XYZ Turning Centres available with
Live Tooling and Y Axis
7 Models available inc’ Sub Spindle.

sales@xyzmachinetools.com

www.xyzmachinetools.com

NUNEATON SHEFFIELD & LONDON. (HUDDERSFIELD & LIVINGSTON OPENING SOON).
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WITH EVERY NEW XYZ MACHINE TOOL YOU GET:

ProtoTRAK® Lathes.
Turning Centres.
XL Extra Large Lathes.
Oil Country Lathes.
Mobile Robotic Automation.
Manual Mills & Lathes.
Grinders.
Tooling & Accessories.
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K
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UK manufacturing’s productivity is lagging behind its competitors
and as 2021 draws to a close, it still remains the area that the
most attention is needed as it can help grow the industry and help
it become more profitable.
Automation and robotics is seen as one solution that can
dramatically improve productivity, but there is still a reluctance to
invest and companies are sceptical. The UK is well behind our European neighbours
like Germany, France and Italy, as shown by the latest robotic figures released by
the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) that places the UK well down the list in
the units per head table.
The ‘Made Smarter Review’ identified the application of automation and robotics
in UK industry could contribute £183.6bn over the next decade, helping UK
manufacturing grow, while the Copenhagen Business School states it would
increase UK productivity by 22.3%.
A new report published by the Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC) and the
Industrial Policy Research Centre, Loughborough University, has found speeding up
adoption of industrial automation and robotics can lead to dramatic improvements
in productivity. Our lead feature (page 10) looks at how increasing the uptake of the
technology could boost the UK’s factory output, but also at the barriers to adoption
and what needs to be done to drive more use in manufacturing.
In our Machinery Interview (page14), we hear from Paul Stockhill, managing
director of Doncaster precision engineering company Agemaspark, about a new 3D
metal printing technique being put into practice, which is resulting in major
reductions in cycle times for multi-impression mould tools.
We have a report from the Mazak Encore Open House (page 18) that took place
at the firm’s European Manufacturing Plant in Worcester; we visit Star Micronics
(page 22) in Derby to find out about new machines launched; and hear from the
pioneering Shelagh Gill (page 26), quality manager at Dawson Shanahan, who is set
to retire after nearly 50 years in precision engineering.
Other features are on motorsport; workforce and skills; subcontracting; sport &
recreation; grinding, honing & surface finishing; tooling; sawing & steelworking;
coolants & cutting oils; and waterjet cutting.
The final issue of the year also has our annual Speaking of Success section,
where we hear from companies about how 2021 was for them; and we have our
usual 25 Years Ago page where we look back at December 1996.
Enjoy reading the issue this festive season.
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DAILY NEWS & PRODUCT UPDATES @ www.machinery.co.uk

News round-up
Floyd Automatic Tooling Ltd has
been announced as the new UK
sales and distribution partner of
renowned Swiss cutting tool brand
Denitool.
www.bit.ly/3FKeTPn
Warwick-based Walter Ewag UK
has promoted Matthew Redfern to
the position of customer care
coordinator.
www.bit.ly/3FFbuRJ
Brandauer, which employs 63
people at its Birmingham factory,
has strengthened its long-term
partnership with Bruderer by
installing a BSTA410-100.
www.bit.ly/3r4hK1o
ZF Friedrichshafen AG has
officially opened its new £70m
purpose built technical and office
facility at Blythe Valley Business
Park Solihull.
www.bit.ly/3nIDyxp
As of 2 November this year, the
Polish company Fanar, a
manufacturer of solid round tools,
became part of the offering from
Seco Tools.
www.bit.ly/3CKGkqm

Sandvik has signed an agreement
to acquire the German-based
company Gerling GmbH, a precision
tube engineering company serving
multiple industries including the
fast-developing hydrogen market.
www.bit.ly/3rhtCNR

Protolabs, which employs around
450 people at its UK-headquarters

Norton Motorcycles opens new Solihull HQ
Norton Motorcycles has revealed its
new 73,000 square foot
headquarters in Solihull, the West
Midlands, which is complete with
state-of-the-art equipment and the
capacity to manufacture up to
8000 motorcycles per year.
The facility was built within 18
months of TVS ownership, and
creates many highly-skilled jobs,
and has doubled in size and
expanded the leadership team with
all departments now under one
roof. Norton Motorcycles is reaching
the end of a re-engineering phase
of the Norton V4SV and finalising
its long-term product plan.
The company says it is “proud
to call it the most advanced facility
in our 123-year history,
transforming the way we work to
produce truly remarkable and iconic
motorcycles. From the showroom to
the production line, every detail has
been carefully considered to
represent our vision for the future

in Telford, has opened its new
European 3D printing centre in
Putzbrunn near Munich, which has
boosted its additive manufacturing
capacity by 60% and is part of an
€16m investment.
www.bit.ly/3CKwBQA

Halter CNC Automation, a
manufacturer of robotic machine
tending systems headquartered in
Hoevelaken, Holland, has appointed
Salisbury-based 1st Machine Tool
Accessories as its sales agent for
England, Wales and Scotland.
www.bit.ly/3r3d3Fg

The manufacturing upturn slowed further at the start of the fourth
quarter, as output growth was constrained by rising supply chain
disruption, staff shortages and declining intakes of new export work,
according to the seasonally adjusted IHS Markit/CIPS Purchasing
Managers’ Index (PMI). The PMI posted 57.8 in October, up from 57.1 in
September, rising for the first time in five months. It was boosted by
improved growth of new orders and employment, alongside a steeper rise
in stocks of purchases and lengthier vendor lead times, a further
slowdown in output growth held back the index. www.bit.ly/3DOXhBe

8

success of Norton”.
The showroom features Norton
motorcycles under spotlight
surrounded by heritage bikes.
Through a viewing window, you can
look straight into the servicing area
and see the production floor and
inspection light tunnel.
Across production, every
specialist room in the factory is
complete with viewing windows for
total transparency, from the quality
lab to the engine build room and
through to fabrication. The only
thing not visible is the new global
design and R&D hub, where work
on product definition, 3D CAD and
visualisation for future models is

Smart Hub Lanarkshire - a stateof-the-art centre that will help
manufacturing SMEs to grow and
prepare for the future – has opened
its doors for in-person events.

ongoing.
In the factory itself; complete
part traceability is captured upon
delivery to stores, before key
components are examined with
specialist equipment to monitor
quality and adherence to
specifications - in just six months
alone, it has carried out detailed
inspection on over 7,500 individual
components.
Within the production area, TVS
has invested significantly in modern
equipment and tooling to improve
the production processes, with
every stage designed with quality
and consistency in mind. In
fabrication, frame tubes are
inspected before being polished
and then released to be welded
inhouse by our expert welders.
In terms of size and scale, it
can store up to 20,000 Norton
motorcycles if they were stacked
side by side and wheel to wheel –
26 miles of Norton.

Norbar Torque Tools’ specialist
engineering department has
developed a unique torque tool for
London Underground.
www.bit.ly/3r13nuI

www.bit.ly/3DMM0RM

A Starrag Heckert five-axis
horizontal machining centre has
joined a series of other
multi-axis Starragsupplied machines in a
Starrag-dedicated
machining area at
the University of
Sheffield Advanced
Manufacturing
Dave Darby and Adam
Research Centre
www.bit.
Tipper
(AMRC) Factory of the
ly/3DFedtT
Future. www.bit.ly/3HLorey
Additive manufacturing and
machining engineers at the
Hurco’s UK and Ireland subsidiary
National Manufacturing Institute
will stage its traditional Christmas
Scotland (NMIS), joined by six
open house at the High Wycombe
other companies, have created a
headquarters, on Tuesday 7 and
low-cost remanufacturing solution
Wednesday 8 December 2021,
that can extend the life of parts
where it will showcase its portfolio.
used. www.bit.ly/3xesATu
www.bit.ly/3DNO24q
MSC Industrial Supply Co.
UK has acquired a
stake in Next Gen
Makers, a move
it believes will
help address
the engineering
skills shortage.
(Pictured right)
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 emand for used battery
D
electric (BEV) and plug-in
hybrid (PHEV) vehicles
continued to grow in Q3,
according to the latest figures
released by the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and
Traders (SMMT).
www.bit.ly/3cDt2RN

Product pick 10
New Mitsui Seiki VMC
Mitsui Seiki has launched the PJ812
CNC vertical machining centre, which
is ideal to machine critical medical,
optical, electric vehicle, mould and
die, and aerospace parts.
www.bit.ly/3CHreSf

Rolls-Royce has secured funding
for the Rolls-Royce Small Modular
Reactor (SMR) business that will
look to deliver the next generation of
low cost, low carbon nuclear power
technology.
www.bit.ly/3oTTAUD

UK precision sheet metal work
manufacturer, Fife Fabrications
(Fifab), has reason to celebrate as it
achieves 50 years in business in
2022, having been in operation
since 1972.

Airedale Springs has
introduced a new Wafios FMU16+
to their comprehensive range of
CNC coiling and wire forming
machinery in response to increased
manufacturing demands. This
£200,000 investment in new
machinery will increase capacity
and form part of a broader plan to
improve efficiency.

Heavy-duty turning
Kennametal has released the FIX8
heavy-duty turning system that it says
deliverers “maximum metal removal
rates in steel, stainless steel and cast iron”. www.bit.ly/3cGXSJq

Bridge-style machining centre
Mills CNC has introduced a new, highly rigid, thermally stable and high precision
bridge-style machining centre, the Doosan BVM 5700.

www.bit.ly/3DWnUnG

www.bit.ly/32lf1Gt

Eduardo Martin has been
appointed president of Dormer
Pramet. He will take on the role

Vulcan VMC650B

www.bit.ly/3r6mWlk

T he Engineering Technology Group (ETG) has launched the new Vulcan VMC650B
machining centre. www.bit.ly/3HML16v

The 9001 series arrives in the marketplace

 eflecting its commitment to high
R
levels of ongoing service, technical
support and training, CGTech will
shortly announce that it will provide
a new ‘Training for Life’ programme.

The Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC) has now introduced its new solid carbide
9001 series of multi-flute routers. www.bit.ly/3cBOyXc

GibbsCAM 2022 version released to the market
CAMBRIO, a leading CADCAM innovator in the production machining industry has
announced the release of GibbsCAM 2022.

www.bit.ly/3CVWzkB

www.bit.ly/3oZpL5g

The training arm of the
Manufacturing Technology Centre
MTC) - MTC Training - has joined
forces with leading global training
provider BPP to boost its range of
apprenticeships.

VE Cam compact digital microscope
from 1 February 2022, replacing
Stefan Steenstrup, who became
president of Seco Tools in October.
www.bit.ly/30QzDFK

www.bit.ly/3FIXUwy

XJet Ltd has signed two different
distribution agreements, one with
Tri-Tech 3D, a supplier of leading
edge AM solutions to UK and Irish
manufacturers and the other with
Portuguese distributor Emetrês.
www.bit.ly/3CKLjay

Telford precision engineering
specialist Advanced Chemical
Etching (ACE) is now trading 10%
above pre Covid-19 levels after it
recorded its largest ever monthly
intake of orders. It is being driven by
the automotive and aerospace
sectors. www.bit.ly/3HMCGzR

www.machinery.co.uk |

Vollmer UK has added to its team
with the appointment of a new
service technician with Adam White
bolstering the service and support
for customers.
www.bit.ly/3l1uhic

Following the recent
completion of
Sulzer’s purposebuilt service centre
in Birmingham, the
facility was officially
opened by His
Royal Highness The
Duke of Kent.

Vision Engineering Limited has introduced the VE Cam, a new, simple to use
compact digital microscope for a wide range of applications.
www.bit.ly/3DMfnDQ

Solving low-vibration turning and milling challenges
Walter has launched its vibration-damped Accure tec adaptors, a product range
developed specifically for low-vibration turning and milling with long overhangs.
www.bit.ly/3DLZ4XR

Machine tending cells by ABB
ABB has launched a new family of modular machine tending application
cells for the metals industry in the shape of the
FlexLoader M family. www.bit.ly/3FGDZ1r

New ChironDZ 28
Chiron and the Engineering Technology Group (ETG) say
they have “gone a stage bigger” with the arrival of the new
ChironDZ 28 (pictured left) and its spindle clearance of
1200mm. www.bit.ly/3cFrkzj

www.bit.ly/3HLZik5
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Embrace automation
and robotics to boost
A new report by the MTC and the Industrial Policy Research Centre has called for a
speedier uptake of automation and robotics to boost UK productivity. We look at why the
UK has been to slow to invest and adopt and hear from key decision-makers

U

Fanuc UK
managing director
Tom Bouchier

10

K manufacturing lags behind other industrialised
automation and robotics can “lead to dramatic
nations when it comes to productivity and as we
improvements” in productivity.
head into 2022, increased investment in and use
The report “Robotics and Automation: A New
of robotics and automation is seen as a
Perspective” says the slow uptake of robotics among
helping boost this pressing issue as the
British manufacturers, and a reluctance to invest
UK looks to grow the industry.
in automation, has “contributed to the
The International
Manufacturing is contending with a
Federation of Robotics country’s vanishingly small improvements in
productivity in recent years”. But investment
number of headwinds, notably strains
says the UK is 24th in
on supply chains, a lack of materials,
in automation along with reshoring
the world with 101 units manufacturing operations, can lead to new
challenges due to Covid-19, Brexit
and trade policies, so it is imperative
opportunities for UK businesses.
for robotic density in
that UK manufacturing raises its
Highlighted are key challenges that
manufacturing
productivity and growing the uptake in
robotics and automation experts believe
businesses
robotics and automation will help
adoption can help overcome: solving the
achieve this.
productivity issue – as the UK is 16% behind the
The ‘Made Smarter Review’ identified the
G7 average; labour shortages post-EU exit; increasing
application of automation and robotics in UK industry
wages; post-Covid working practices; reshoring – helping
could contribute £183.6bn over the next decade, helping
bring back manufacturing to the UK; and help the industry
UK manufacturing grow, while the Copenhagen Business
maintain a competitive advantage.
School states it would increase UK productivity by 22.3%.
Using figures from the International Federation of
A call has now been made to invest and improve the
Robotics (IFR) World Robot Density 2021, the report says
rate of adoption in a report published by the
the UK is 24th in the world with 101 units for robot
Manufacturing TecŸology Centre (MTC) (www.bit.
density in manufacturing businesses and trails behind in
ly/30C7uTr) and the Industrial Policy Research Centre at
productivity as a result. This compared to Germany with
Loughborough University ( www.bit.ly/32izqvZ ) which
371 units, Sweden 289, Italy 224, Spain 203 and France
concluded that speeding up adoption of industrial
194 and the world average of 126 units.
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Technology to turn the situation around already exists,
the report notes, as there are more than 45 robot vendors
and 250-plus systems integrators, so the priority is to
improve the rate of adoption. The report calls for a
renewed emphasis on the need to improve productivity
using automation, with manufacturers, research
organisations, equipment suppliers and Government
working together to help businesses improve their
performance through the intelligent use of automation.
Mike Wilson, the MTC’s chief automation officer,
explains that the pandemic had exposed weaknesses in
the UK’s extended supply chains leading to a recognition
there was a need to increase the resilience of UK
manufacturing by increasing local content and reshoring
production capacity.
He explains: “A significant expansion of manufacturing

gap between the country’s robot suppliers and
manufacturers who have historically been reluctant to
adopt robotics and automation systems”.
Systems integrators can play a major role to play to
help accelerate automation and robotics in the UK, as
they can provide a link between the suppliers and
manufacturers, helping them with the transition and to
also help employees understand the benefits of
installations.
Professor Chris White of the Industrial Policy Research
Centre says the opportunity is here and because of the
pandemic the public perception has changed - calling for
an increased resilience in the UK’s supply chains.
He adds: “The acceleration of the introduction of
robotics and automation into production and the adoption
of new technology generally will create a revolution in the

MTC chief
automation officer
Mike Wilson

UK factory output
capability cannot be achieved using the current
methodologies, which are largely based on manual labour
and obsolete equipment. The solutions are available and
proven. The challenge in the UK is adoption, and also the
education of the finance community so they understand
and support investment.”

way it thinks about manufacturing and its culture.
“The future of work, and for that matter, the future of
manufacturing, is about to change dramatically. Its culture
can no longer be described as ‘dirty, dangerous and dull’,
but one that is clean, safe and as exciting as our
imagination will allow.”

SUPPORT

BARRIERS TO ADOPTION

The report calls for more support for UK businesses to
help them with adoption at every stage, from identifying
opportunities, getting workforce buy-in, selecting suppliers,
ensuring they have the right skills, and implementing
solutions.
It also calls for knowledge-sharing across industry and
the automation supply chain to develop, demonstrate, test
and de-risk affordable and deployable automation,
targeting those UK manufacturers who have underinvested in the past.
Better training is also called for, particularly short
courses which don’t take key people out of the business
for long periods of time.
The report also calls for a specific emphasis on SMEs
to adopt automation and robotics technology, possibly
through an extension to the Made Smarter programme. It
also recommends stronger networks, specifically for
robots and automation, to encourage more cooperation
and communication, to share knowledge and expertise,
and to represent the sector to other parties, including
Government.
The MTC and Industrial Policy Research Centre report
notes the “UK needs organisations that can bridge the

The UK is behind other nations in deployment and uptake
of automation and robotics and it seems there remains
some scepticism about what advantages a transition can
bring to manufacturers and workforces.
The report cites a number of barriers to adoption.
These include a lack clarity of the benefits,
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concerns over costs, misplaced pride in
legacy technology, concerns over job
losses and lack of government support.
Speaking to Machinery at the Fanuc
Open House last month ( www.bit.
ly/3ctsRZf ), the robotic firm’s UK managing
director Tom Bouchier, believes there is
now more questions from industry about how they can
automate, including traditional ones. He emphasises the
adoption of robotics and automation are not just for the
big guns and especially has benefits for smaller
companies.
“Everybody thinks that automation and robotics is for
the car manufacturers and aerospace companies, but it is
not, it is for the one-man bands – the small SMEs. They
are the ones that get the most out of it. It is those
businesses that we need to get to more, explain the
return on investment (ROI) and answer their questions,”
he explains.
“You should not think of a number with automation you

Pictured top: The
Fanuc Robodrill
Pictured above:
Panellists debate
the UK’s
reluctance to
automate and how
to improve
inefficiences

should think of that ROI. It doesn’t matter what the
number is. If the ROI can happen in 12-18 months and you
have something you can run for 10 years, then you have
an awful lot of free payback time after those 18 months.”
Bouchier believes that although the UK has been slower
to adopt automation and robotics, since the Covid-19
pandemic outbreak last year, there has been a noticeable
shift in thinking and interest.
He explains: “What it has done is open peoples’
eyes to the fact that they need to do it and you
can’t rely on an endless stream of workers. We
need to get into these industries where we don’t
have the manpower and need to upskill.
“British industry has historically been a bit slow
to adopt. A couple of years ago, Germany had four
times the number of robots per 10,000 workers
than we had – which means a German worker is
30% an hour more productive than we are. How
can we cope?
“If we are going to compete, then we have to
automate. We also must get rid of this stigma that robots
and automation get rid of jobs – as they don’t. Technology
creates jobs. It gets rid of certain roles, but nobody
seemed to think it was bad when we invented a way of
cleaning chimneys rather than sending kids up there. We
must keep moving on.
“Technology brings in new roles, more fulfilling roles.
You can get rid of those dull, dirty and dangerous tasks
which automation has always been used for, but you can
also now do dainty jobs too because of the vision systems
and do tasks you couldn’t do before. Automation can now
do what it says it needs to do. If you need it to do
something, we can find a way of making it happen.”

Record numbers of industrial robots operating
in factories, but the UK still lags behind
The recently published World Robotics 2021 Industrial Robots
report by the International Federation of Robotics (IFR) showed a
record of three million industrial robots operating in factories
around the world – an increase of 10%, but the UK, despite
growing the number in 2020, is well behind its neighbours.
Global sales of new robots grew 0.5% despite the global
pandemic, with 384,000 units shipped in 2020, the third most
ever after 2018 and 2017. This trend was dominated by the
positive market developments in China, compensating the
contractions of other markets.
In the UK, industrial robot installations were up by 8% to
2,205 units. The automotive industry rose by 16% to 875 units representing 40% of the installations in the UK. The F&B industry
is facing a labour shortage, almost doubled their installations
from 155 units in 2019 to 304 units in 2020 (+96%).
With Covid-19-related travel restrictions as one reason and
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Brexit another, the IFR says demand for robots in the UK is set to
grow at double-digit percentage rates in 2021 and 2022.
However, the newly installed 2,205 units in the UK are about
10 times less than the shipments in Germany (22,302 units),
about four times less than Italy (8,525 units) and less than half
the number in France (5,368 units).
Industrial robot installations in Europe were down by 8% to
67,700 units in 2020 – the second year of decline, following a
peak of 75,560 units in 2018. Demand from the automotive
industry fell by another 20%, while demand from the general
industry was up by 14%.
Germany, which belongs to the five major robot markets in the
world (China, Japan, USA, Korea, Germany) had a share of 33%
of the total installations in Europe. Italy followed with 13% and
France with 8%. The number of installed robots in Germany
remained at about 22,300 units in 2020.
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Bouchier feels the reluctance to embrace automation
and robotics in the UK comes from middle management
to board level, which is where efforts need to be focused
on to increase adoption in industry, helping them to
understand the ROI. “It is the senior level that is probably
the bottle-neck at the moment in UK automation,” he
adds.

MESSAGING
At the Fanuc Open House, a panel session entitled ‘UK
Manufacturer’s Responsibilities: The reluctance to
automate and how to improve inefficiencies’ sought to
delve into why the UK has been slow to adopt the
technology.
Bouchier, who was a panellist, explains that
manufacturers of systems, have been “really poor” at
getting their message across, as they have assumed
companies understand the benefits and this messaging
must be done more effectively to help increase the uptake.
Panellist Mike Sykes, automation manager at Yamazaki
Mazak UK ( www.bit.ly/3x1lkud ), believes if companies have
previously had bad experiences or heard of a negative
experience with automation and robotics, it can make them
less likely to invest and more resistant to adoption.
“Part of the responsibility of us (at Mazak) is to make it
as easy as possible for people to invest so putting
together standard solutions in some areas helps. If you
can highlight to people it is not rocket science and it is
easier than many think and that the likes of Fanuc and
Rockwell Automation can work with customers to make the
transition as easiest as possible,” he explains.
“Our customers are fantastic machine tool users and
very experienced at cutting metals and materials, but they
don’t necessarily know the automation sector, not that they
cannot learn it, just they are not aware of it the same way
so by helping make that transition easier could help break
down some of those barriers.”
Bouchier emphasises the need to make it easier for
www.machinery.co.uk |
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people, as everyone might have had a bad experience with
automation, which is generally because it was not adopted
right at the beginning. “Automation can do what it says it
can do if you do it right,” he adds.
Phil Hadfield, end user sales director (Northern Europe)
& UK managing director at Rockwell Automation ( www.bit.
ly/3CAzCTw ), feels that getting the best young minds as
engineers into automation and robotics apprentice
schemes can also help to boost the uptake in
manufacturing.
Sykes concurs, as he feels the young generation can
drive the adoption of innovation in UK manufacturing,
helping companies to embrace the latest technology –
which is already happening in factories.
He notes the machine tool manufacturer introduces
robotics at an early stage in apprenticeships and a robot is
housed in the Mazak training facility so apprentices can
get a hands-on experience with the technology.
A question from the audience focused on subcontract
manufacturing and Batch 1 and whether automation and
robotics can deliver on this for machine shops.
Bouchier says: “It is definitely true now – Batch 1 is an
achievable number now and is there if you have the right
automation. The solution is there but people don’t believe
it as 20 years ago it was different, but it is not true now.”
He adds: “I have seen it in action in certain places,
where they have a high volume of products and Batch 1 is
feasible. There are obviously restrictions, but we need to
get the message out that it is achievable.
“It is going to be the key to all manufacturing. If we are
going to make more stuff in this country, it is going to be
small volumes of parts and not going to be 10,000 cars –
it is the way forward.”
During the debate, all the panellists emphasised the
importance of speaking the language of the middle to
upper management, in terms of the ROI from automation
and robotics and setting out how solutions can help drive
growth.
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PAUL STOCKHILL – AGEMASPARK

Pioneering mould
tooling technique
Doncaster-based precision engineering company Agemaspark is putting its new 3D metal printing
technique into practice, resulting in major reductions in cycle times for multi-impression mould tools.
We spoke to managing director Paul Stockhill about the trial using 3D metal printing technology

Q

Please tell me about this new
pioneering 3D metal printing technique
Agemaspark is trialling and how did it come
about?
Paul: In 2016 at an AMRC Sheffield
networking event I had a ‘eureka moment’
after seeing an EOS video that led to
Agemaspark developing the application into
multi-cavity mould tooling.
Agemaspark was producing mould tools
for a number of companies for their caps,
but we were convinced that by developing a
new way of working we could increase their
impression numbers by up to 100% in the
same tooling envelope or cycle

time, or we could reduce the tool size by half
which would reduce the energy usage and
cooling liquid usage.
We created a presentation for existing
customers to showcase the advantages of
conformal cooling to improve their current
manufacturing techniques.
In response to customer feedback in
2017 regarding the size of the water
channels Agemaspark developed a bespoke
intermediate cooling technology/method
with micro supply of water to the tool. We
were confident that this would work and took
next steps to create a prototype mould tool

to show our customers how this could work.
We were successful in getting a grant of
70% for the £100k project from UK
Innovation grant to develop the mould tool.
The conformal cooling technology is being
used in Europe, where this innovation came
from along with the revolution in 3D printing
(plastic) in the market particularly in medical
uses.
Agemaspark progressed with this
opportunity to innovate and have been able
to demonstrate that conformal cooling has
real advantages in improving production
efficiencies and eco benefits, reducing
costs, from customers that are
using the technology.
The company has now
completed extensive trials with
an existing customer on
conformal cooling of multiimpression plastic injection
mould tools and is working
with companies across
Yorkshire using the technique
to produce their components
helping its customer to comply
with new EU regulations.

Q

What are the main
benefits of using the
process in producing mould
tools?
Paul: Benefits for the
customer include:
● 20% reduction in cycle time
● Results show that it is
possible to reduce cycle times
by up to 20% and at the same
time increase the continued
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quality of the moulding
● Reduction in energy use with
increased impressions
● Environmental advantages of
using this method include
increasing the impression on the
same envelope or reducing the size
of the tools and therefor the size of
the mould press, reducing energy
consumption
● Huge reduction in cooling water to
only 10-20 litres
● Cooling water requirements reduced
from tens of thousands of litres used in
any 24 hours to just 10-20 litres because
the heat transfer is just local to the
moulding and is contained in a closed
loop system

Q

“We are working
on a number of
enquiries regarding
future developments
for new innovations
of this
technology”

What kind of machine
technology did you invest in
and why?
Paul: We invested in an EOS 290
3D printing machine; they are the
leading 3D printing machine
manufacturer.
We have used EOS machines in the
past to produce conformal cooling inserts for
building product components with good
results and over the years I have made
several parts in collaboration with
Wolverhampton University.
They have EOS machines and the results
that we have been able to achieve have
proved to me that the high quality of the
parts that come from these machines mean
that I can be confident that the things we
design and make are of the highest quality.

Q

How did you previously manufacture
mould tools?
Paul: Mould tools are conventionally made
using straight drilled holes, whereas the
conformal cooling allows the cooling
channels to follow the shape of the
component you are manufacturing getting
the cooling to where it is needed.

Q

How is Agemaspark working with
companies across Yorkshire using the
technique to produce their components?
Paul: Agemaspark is currently working with a
Yorkshire-based customer on a prototype
regarding an upgrade for their plant in
Europe and is also in discussions with a
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Midlandsbased customer
regarding a building tool
using conformal cooling to
produce a product with reduced cycle times
and less waste.

Q

What kinds of companies are you
working with and in what sectors are
they based?
Paul: We are currently working with
companies in Yorkshire using this new
conformal cooling process. The sectors we
are working with include caps and closures,
medical, plastic injection moulding,
aerospace and oil & gas.

Q

How is this new technique boosted
business for Agemaspark?
Paul: In addition to the trial that has been
carried out in the caps and closures sector,
we are working on a number of enquiries
regarding future developments for new
innovations of how this technology can be
applied in the manufacture of a range of
sectors including, textiles and medical.

Q

Do you have further expansion plans to
grow the business in future? If so,
what are they?
Paul: The plans at the moment are to

@MachineryTweets |December 2021

continue to attract,
recruit, develop and retain a skilled
workforce for the growing business and
improve the employability skills in the
pipeline of young people in the local
community. To grow the 3D printing/
conformal cooling work in the next three
years to increase turnover and profitability.

Q

Do you envisage investing in more such
3D metal printing technology?
Paul: The original target was to be buying an
EOS 3D additive manufacturing machine in
2023, due to the funding available during
the Covid-19 pandemic this was able to
happen two years early. As the customer
base grows and this new technology is taken
up then yes, another 3D printing machine
would be added to expand capacity.

Q

What does your current machinery
plant consist of in your machine shop?
Paul: For 3D printing it is a EOS290.
Agemaspark have also added a fourth 5th
axis rotary table to their existing machining
capabilities which will enable a greater
flexibility in the types of components we can
manufacture, you can see this in action
machining threads for mould tool
components in our video.
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months to two years.

Q

Are there any challenges that you are
finding in general such as supply chain
issues or material costs etc?
Paul: Some mainly delays in deliveries;
delivery times have increased by 20 to
30%. Import/export costs have also
increased.

Q

Our machinery also includes:
● EDM wire erosion – one Fanuc Robocut
Alpha 1IC 5-axis; two Joemars 655 5-axis
and one ONA 740 5-axis
● EDM small hole drill – two Joemars
manual small fast hole drill
● EDM sold sinkers – one Jomars NP50
CNC, one Jomars P50 CNC, one EZE 2030,
two EZE 3040 CNCs and two 1450 Hurco’s.
● CNC milling - one Hardinge VMC 1000,
one Fanuc Robodrill Alpha TZ1D, one XYZ
1510 HD VMC, and one XYZ 710 VMC, both
with Siemens controls
● CNC turning – one Harrison Alpha
CNC 1400XS, one Harrison Alpha
CNC 1350S, one Hardinge Cobra 42
CNC precision turning centre with a
Fanuc T21T and one Femco twin-turret
CNC turning centre with Fanuc OT
● Grinding – two Eurospark auto
surface grinders and one XYZ surface
grinder
● Cylindrical grinding – one Jones &
Shipman 1300 and Jones & Shipman
1400
● Quality & inspection – one Mitutoyo
574 CMM, one Romer Absolute Arm
7525SI with Integrated RS2 laser
scanner
● CADCAM – three seats of
Solidworks 2017, two seats of
DEPOCAM and two seats of CAM
4-axis wire software

Q

How has business been generally for
your precision engineering business
and where has demand been strong?
Paul: In general, it has been ok, we are not
yet back to 2019 levels primarily because of
the aviation sector.
The automotive sector has been buoyant,
the plastic injection moulding sector has
been looking at repairs and maintenance, as
well as new tool project.

Q

Do you plan to further increase the size
of your overall plant in Doncaster with
new investments?
Paul: In the long-term yes over the next 12

Has Agemaspark been recognised
with any awards recently?
Paul: At this year’s Make UK Manufacturing
Awards in Harrogate, we won the Innovation
Award and were recognised for our
innovative approach. Our team are
dedicated to finding innovative solutions
and to have our new techniques
recognised in this way is fantastic.
Innovation is vitally important to our
business, we recognise the issues that
companies face and the need for them to
reduce their environmental impact while
increasing efficiency and productivity and
we can only do this by developing new,
more efficient ways of working.
I was also included in this year’s
Manufacturer Top 100 list as an inspiring
leader and innovator. It is a huge honour for
me to be named in the Manufacturer Top
100 list and I am really proud to be
representing Agemaspark, Doncaster and
Yorkshire in this way. ■

Pictured right: The Agemaspark team
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Mazak Open
House

UK machine
tool showcase
Yamazaki Mazak held its EMO Encore Open House in Worcester last month where it gave UK debuts to new
machines and gave details of its core strategic business focuses

Y

amazaki Mazak ( www.bit.ly/3DsFQpN )
is at the forefront of machine tools in
the UK and the European
Manufacturing Plant in Worcester
manufactures machines which are powering
manufacturing lines.
The company gave three new machine
tools their UK debuts at the recent EMO
Encore Open House held in November,
including the much-anticipated VCE-600 and
VCN-700 vertical machining centres and the
QTE-300 MSY SG, among the 18 machines
that were on display, including 12 previously
showcased at EMO 2021 in October.
Mazak’s central focus and theme of the
event was to emphasise how customers can
deliver more productive, profitable and

environmentally aware manufacturing
operations.
Speaking at a press event, Alan
Mucklow, managing director UK, Eire and
national distributors at Yamazaki Mazak UK
Ltd, explains that business has been strong
for the machine tool manufacturer right
through the Covid-19 pandemic and it
continues to see buoyant activity.
He says: “We took the decision very early
to retain the main source of our power and
our innovation here (in Worcester) which is
our people. That helped us bounced back
dramatically in the 2nd half of last year and
that strongly continued this year and we
have enjoyed some of our strongest
business levels and last month (October)
was our highest ever in Europe.
“This is testament to the strength of
the market recovery and that is despite
here with the UK aerospace market,
which is one of our largest, still being
significantly down on where it has been
traditionally. Hopefully, as people start
to travel again it will come back in the
next 6-12 months.
“To help us to deliver against this
demand we have continued to invest
Left: The QTE-300MSY SG
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here in the UK and across the globe, such
as in the assembly areas and new grinding
facilities that are going into the factory here
as we speak.
“All this has been done to help us deliver
the products that we are now building in
Worcester, particularly the CV5-500 entrylevel 5-axis machining centre (launched at
EMO 2019), which has enjoyed huge
success across both the UK and European
marketplaces.”
Mucklow notes the Mazak Technology
Centre in Milan is growing and next year the
machine tool manufacturer will open new
facilities in other European locations to
further help drive business.
He adds: “In 2022 we will open our
European Laser Technology Centre in Milan.
Laser is a hugely important part of our
business activity and headquartered from
Milan and here.
“We are also building and hopefully
completed as of today, a state-of-the-art
Technology Centre in Denmark.
“That will also coincide with the opening
of our Nordic Laser Technology Centre in
combination with our partners in Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Denmark so that will
be a great boost to our activity in the metal
processing field.”
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SUPPLY SIDE MAZAK OPEN HOUSE

UK MACHINE DEBUTS
Taking pride of place at Mazak’s EMO
Encore Open House was the new VCE-600
and VCN-700 machines, following their
much-anticipated world debuts at EMO Milan
in October.
The VCN-700 is a new vertical machining
centre (VMC) that Mazak says “delivers a
step-change in performance” through
dynamic milling techniques, combining high
efficiency CADCAM toolpaths and the latest
tools to enable constant load milling.
Key features and benefits are a generous
working envelope X-axis 1,300mm, Y-axis
700mm and Z-axis 650mm for larger
workpieces. It comes with an optional high
speed 18,000 min-1, 30 kW 120 Nm
spindle for machining a wide variety and new
‘ultra-spindle’ option 60,000 min-1 for ultrahigh speed machining. There is a 30-tool
Below: The VCE-600

equipped with the
SmoothEz, the company’s
new easy-to-use Mazatrol
CNC developed during the
programming language’s
40th anniversary this year
and an intuitive 15-inch
touch-screen aimed at
ensuring ease of
operation and fast
programming.
The high productivity driven tool lathe is
designed to meet a wide range of
requirements. It has a 5,000 mins-1 18.5
kW 358 Nm spindle with built-in motor for
high accuracy and high performance
machining.
Automation was also a key theme of the
event, with over half the machines at EMO
Encore being exhibited with one of seven
different integrated automation systems.
This includes the latest multi-tasking
machine tool in the company’s Integrex i-H
series, the Integrex i-250H ST, which has
been specifically designed to provide greater
accessibility for site automation.
Mazak’s laser processing machine, the
Optiplex 3015 FIBER III, also featured at
EMO Encore, alongside the Integrex i-200 ST
AG, a model that has been developed with
gear cutting applications in mind.

GO GREEN
magazine standard with options for 48 and
60.
Mazak’s new VCE-600 has been similarly
designed to maximise productivity following
demand from subcontractors and machine
shops for a high-specification entry-level
machining centre with a large Y-axis stroke.
The machine tool manufacturer says the
key features and benefits of the
“competitively priced” VMC include a high
rigidity construction with a large Y-axis travel
of 600mm and a generous table size of
1,300mm x 600mm. It has a 12,000 min-1,
18.5 kW 119.4 Nm spindle, 24-tool
magazine with optional operator door for tool
magazine load/unload and is fitted with new
SmoothEz.
Also making its UK debut at EMO Encore
was the latest generation of Mazak’s QTE
Series, the QTE-300MSY SG, which is

A core part of Mazak’s business strategy is
sustainability and it was a key theme at
EMO Encore Open House. Mazak’s goal by
2030 is to reduce its carbon footprint by
50% compared to 2010 levels, through
changes to factories,
production and other
investments. Another target is
by 2030 to make its machines
four times more energy
efficient compared to 2010 by
utilising the latest technology.

Above: The QUICK-TURN 350MSY with robot
carbon footprint of the VRX i-800NEO has
been reduced by 22% through adding a
composite chiller unit, hydraulic unit, power
saving modes and servo drive, while the
carbon footprint of the QTE-300SG has also
been reduced by 7.7% through upgrades.
Carbon footprint of machines will be
reduced in future by increased cutting
speeds, smart LED lighting, a reduced
footprint and a Smooth Energy Dashboard
on the VRX C-600 and INTEi-630V AG, which
measures energy consumption, CO2 and per
part programme, has been an available
option on Mazak machines since 2017 and
gives information on real-time power
utilisation, part-power consumption, along
with pricing and CO2 parameters.
Gregory Cocks, senior manager of
European sales engineering, explains Mazak
is very aware of the measurement of CO2 in
part-production, as this will be important to
its customers in the future.
“What we will see over the coming
months and years, is emphasis on looking
at the total product lifecycle of products with
regard to their carbon neutrality or footprint,”
he says.

Mazak machines
now manufactured
are more
environmentally-friendly
and for example, the
Above: The
VCN-700
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Above: The VTC-760 FSW
“Those different product lifecycle models
are what we are interested in. For example,
a medium-sized car uses 25 tonnes of CO2
over a lifecycle, but 5.6 tonnes on average
is used and created in the car’s production.
Consumers are looking for this information
more and more and want to make intelligent
decisions about the products they buy.
“If somebody is marketing a vehicle or
any consumer product and part of that
product has been machined on machine
tools, to give the total lifecycle carbon
footprint, you need to know about the
carbon footprint that goes into every
component.
“So, what we are doing is facilitating
technology on all our machines, to not only
measure that carbon footprint, but also give
Mazak machine tool customers advantages
by us producing machines that can reduce
the carbon footprint in making components
compared to our competitors – and make
our machines more efficient.
“Our feeling is that over the coming
years the traditional aspect of looking for a
machine on price and delivery, in future the
quote will come with price, delivery and CO2
footprint.
“We are already noticing that some of
customers that produce parts on their
machines in Norway, are winning contracts
over countries in Europe, not based on
price, but the fact that Norway produces
most of its electric by hydro power so can
they produce their parts and claim it is
being done carbon neutrally.”
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Some European countries,
notably Germany, are already offering tax
incentives to manufacturers to replace
hardware and machine tools that reduce
energy consumption by investing in more
environmentally-friendly machines. Cocks
explains Mazak expects the UK and other
European countries to eventually follow suit
in the future as they look to become net
zero and cut their carbon emissions.

NEW VENTURE
At EMO Encore, a new product, the Mazak
iConnect portal was also demonstrated, a
free service for Mazak customers that
connects them to their machines and the
machine tool manufacturer’s support
centres.
Broken down into two elements, firstly
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there is the ‘Web Portal to Mazak’ aspect
that allows users get a full servicing history;
a full machine list at a given manufacturing
plant; a list of parts order history; access to
maintenance videos; download manuals;
FAQs; and access to Mazak e-learning.
The second aspect is the ‘Machine-2Machine’ service that involves a deeper
level of activity, where customers are
offered the opportunity to connect via
industrial Cisco hardware to the Mazak
Cloud service, from which they can get
remote support functions from service and
applications.
There is also a suite of other functions
that are available with connected machines,
including a status log of machines; a
dashboard of all machines in their factory
showing status and utilisation; a
maintenance manager for all machines, not
just their Mazak’s; CNC back-up; remote
support directly from Mazak on to the
control via TeamViewer; an information
mode download; and on some machines
there will be a function that gives details
about spindle performance where the
spindle health can be assessed.
The iConnect portal was launched in
Japan in April this year and forms a big part
of the future for Mazak. It is registering 20
to 50 accounts onto the web portal every
day and total registrations have reached
more than 3,000 accounts. The target by
the end of 2021 is 6,000 registered
customers.
Pictured below: CV5-500
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SUPPLY SIDE STAR MICRONICS

Sliding out to an
even brighter future
Star Micronics has launched new sliding head machines to the market
and Machinery paid a visit to Derby to find out more

M

achine tool companies have been
opening up over the last month or
two, albeit cautiously due to the
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and Machinery
visited Star Micronics GB ( www.bit.ly/3Clf69v )
to view the latest sliding head technology that
the company has launched to the market and
hear how business has been.
The company has recently launched a
new machine to the market in the shape of
the SL-7 and a new model of the popular SL32J which are both on show at the Derby
headquarters of Star.
Operations manager Alec Warner explains
that sales have been very strong for Star
and the order book is looking very good at

the moment with demand outstripping
supply to a small degree.
There are though challenges, he notes:
“It is all about getting the machines across
from Asia and the barfeeders from Europe,
which has been a difficult challenge for us,
and every territory seems to be busy.”
Star sells sliding head machines into the
UK & Ireland markets and it has an evergrowing customer base in both the UK and
southern Ireland.
Warner has been with the company for
nine years, and says generally, the sliding
head market has “remained buoyant” and
Star has had good sales throughout the
period has been working for the firm.

Even in the darkest days of
the Covid-19 pandemic it still
made a profit and it had no need
to furlough any staff and it was
also involved in the Ventilator
Challenge.
He explains: “We have always
remained very busy. I think more and more
UK customers are looking at sliding head
machines because productivity is so
important and getting the most out of your
investment and the floor space that you
have available is key and these machines do
that, with the right components and
volumes, whether those volumes are small
or high.

inside the SR-32
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Star Micronics GB operations
manager Alec Warner
“I had a customer recently telling me
that they bought their sliding head
machine four years ago and he is now
doing 50s-off and 100s-off, whereas
before he would only consider much
higher volumes.
“The machines are now quicker and
more beneficial to do smaller volumes.
“More and more customers now are
seeing the benefits of sliding head as they
are not difficult to set and programme and
are designed to work lights-out.”

CENTRE STAGE
A new sliding head machine being
showcased is the SL-7 which had its
international premiere at the recent EMO
Milan trade show in October. The SL-7 suits
small diameter machining requirements and
offers accurate, efficient machining
capabilities within a compact footprint.
The gang type tool post for face
machining has a tool holder for turning and
a cross drilling unit for multi-processing in a
vertical layout. The 5-spindle cross drilling
unit allows tool unit changes at four
cartridge positions depending on the shape
to be processed which offers wider tooling
flexibility on a compact machine size
optimised for small diameter processing.
The 6-spindle unit with Y2-axis control for
backworking has two spindles in three rows
and can mount up to four power-driven tool
units in their respective positions. This
enhanced multi-processing capability in
backworking contributes to reducing cycle
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The SL-7
times through the efficient splitting of
processes.
The machine comes in two sizes as along
with the SL-7 there is the SL-10. Both are
the same base machine, but the difference
is the in the size of the guide bush and
collets and whether the machine comes with
a part-conveyor or not.
He continues: “They are both very similar
in price. The machines are suitable for small
micro machining parts and small contacts,
anything sub-7 or sub 10mm. We have got
quite a lot of customers out there.
“We have had a machine on our books
called the SL-10J and SW12-R2 for several
years now and we have sold quite a lot of
those into the UK market so there is quite a
lot of customers out there doing small parts.
“There has been a gap in the market that
we have had for several years which the
SL-7 fits into. The beauty of this machine is
it is flexible in terms of the components that
it can make.
“One of the drawbacks usually of small
sliding head machines is the number of
tools you can put in there and the different
combinations of tools you can put in there
that really governs the types of components
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that you can machine on the lathe.
“However, with this machine there are an
awful lot of boxes ticked in that we have six
spindles on the back pattern, a lot more
than on previous models and we have lots
of modular stations on the main pattern.
This means we can attach slotting units,
and other units, all of which we could do
before on other machines, but it was a little
bit too difficult.
“However, on this machine they have
made it very, very easy with all the different
accessories and attachments that are
available off the shelf, basically.”
The SL-7 has been well received in the
sliding head market and Warner explains
Star had already sold quite a lot of this
machine even before the official launch at
EMO Milan.
He adds: “The SL-7 ticks so many boxes
for small diameter machining capacity. It is
very compact and less than 800m wide,
which is key. The depth of the machine is
the key as many factories have machines
lined up close to each other. That is the
main criteria.”

UPGRADES
Another product that has recently been
launched by Star Micronics GB is the SL32JIII, which is a succession model with new
upgrades, following on from the SL-32J and
most recent SL-32JII.
The SL-32 is Star’s biggest selling
machine in the UK market, explains Warner,
who says that a few improvements have
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The SR-38 Type B
alongside its
portfolio of sliding
head machines.
Warner explains:
“99.9% of the bar
feeders that we sell are
FMB along with the
Star’s and all our guys
are factory trained over in
Germany. We sell FMBs to
fixed head suppliers in the
UK and stock a lot of the
spare parts here in Derby.
We have really good links to
been made on the previous SL-32JII model,
such as a different arrangement for the
back attachments when working on the subspindle.
Other changes include more coolant in
the tank, sub-flush coolant through the subspindle as standard, bigger pump for the
sub-flush coolant on head two, the guarding
is slightly different and the changeover
procedure between guide bush and nonguide bush has been made easier with
some more jigs for that process.
The SL-32JIII shown to Machinery is the
first one in the UK and has already been
sold to a loyal Star customer based in
Hertfordshire. The machine is sold in two
guises – the Type A and Type B.
Both have a 32mm diameter range.
Machine rigidity has been enhanced on both
with the adoption of dovetail slide ways on
X1, Y1, Y2 and Z2 axes.
The Type A has a six station back
working platen axis increases ‘overlapping’
opportunities to reduce cycle times and
increases the total number of tools that
could be mounted to 37.
Type B has an eight station back working
platen with Y2 axis increases ‘overlapping’
opportunities to reduce cycle times and
increases the total number of tools that
could be mounted to 39.
Warner says that Star Micronics GB still
has a few SL-32JII models to sell to
customers but moving forward, it is now all
about the upgraded SL-32JIII.

RAISING THE BAR
Star has been the UK supplier of the
German manufactured FMB bar magazines
for more than 25 years and it sells them
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FMB.”
The latest FMB model that Star is
debuting and now selling is the Turbo RS, a
bar feeder that combines the best of two
different technologies from FMB products.
The Turbo RS utilises technology from
the LSK bar feeder model, where the whole
carriage slides with the Z axis of the lathe
giving full support forwards and backwards.
It also takes technology from the traditional
fixed bar feeder where you have a telescopic
in between the barfeeder and the lathe.
Warner says: “The Turbo RS combines
both technologies in that we get rid of the
telescopic but the whole carriage does not
move, only the tube that is connecting the
lathe to the bar feeder moves, so it gives
much better support closer to the business
end of the lathe – which is the main collet.
“We think that this is going to be a really
good solution for our customers in the UK.
There is a lot going for this particular
technology and hopefully it will
be good for a lot of our
customers.”

SL-32 is our strongest seller and has got
even better. We have got quite a wide
portfolio of small of albeit small diameter
machining.”
Star now employs around 28 in the UK
including four sales managers, applications
engineers and service engineers.
Service provided by machine tool
providers is so important both before, during
and after a sale.
Warner explains that one of Star’s
biggest USPs is the service that it provides
to customers which will always remain an
integral part of the business strategy.
He adds: “We are all engineers and an
engineering company that sells machines,
rather than a sales company with a few
engineers. We have got over 100 years of
application experience sitting upstairs and
there are not many parts we have not seen,
cut or tried.
“We want every single installation to be
the best success that it can possibly be and
if that means that we put in lots more hours
into a project or more expense into tooling
and accessories than we first thought, we
just do it.”
Star is attending MACH 2022 at the NEC
in Birmingham from 4-8 April, and it will be
bringing along eight machines that will be
spread over a 380 square metre stand.
Warner says: “The scope of the
machines that we are taking to MACH might
change to what we were going to take two
years ago so we will see, but we are looking
forward to the event.”

SERVICE IS KEY
Star covers sliding head
bases for machining needs
from 7mm up to 42mm and
the addition of the SL-7 and
the upgrades made to the
SL-32 certainly give it a
further lift in the market
as enhances the firm’s
portfolio of machines.
Warner says: “The
SL-7 will be a strong
seller for sure and the
The SR20-JII Type B
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Dawson Shanahan quality
manager Shelagh Gill

Not just
a job for the boys
After nearly 50 years of experience in precision engineering, Dawson Shanahan quality manager Shelagh
Gill is set to retire at the end of this year. She tells Machinery about her pioneering career working in
engineering, changes she has seen and the secrets to her success

I

f you go back to the 1970s there was not
an abundance of women working across
engineering, but that didn’t stop Dawson
Shanahan quality manager Shelagh Gill
forging a long and distinguished career.
The quietly spoken woman from the
market town of Welshpool in Wales – where
the company is located – started out in
1973 working for Floform Ltd before it was
acquired by Dawson Shanahan ( www.bit.
ly/3r1o89w ) in 2009 and has adapted and
helped grow the business from 11–100
employees in the time she has worked for
the company.
Shelagh has more than 45 years of
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experience in engineering and is responsible
for quality and environmental systems, dayto-day quality management.
Dawson Shanahan is a specialist in
forming and machining in many different
metals including copper, aluminium and
ferrous, plus a variety of exotic materials,
offering total service from design and
prototyping, producing anything from one-offs
to high volume orders.
Some of the sectors it works across
include automotive, aerospace, marine,
telecommunications, medical and aluminium
die castings.
In precision engineering customers have

an expectation of zero defects and with tens
of thousands of components leaving the
factory every week, Shelagh, who is set to
retire at the end of this year, has played a
critical role in ensuring quality and
inspection is of the highest level.
In her career and as a woman in
engineering, she has been part of an
industry that has changed considerably,
including new technology, tighter tolerances
and the broader processes used, like 8D.
Shelagh left school with no qualifications
at the age of 16, joined a local engineering
firm but decided that she would work hard
and dedicate herself and see where it took
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QUALITY & METROLOGY AN EYE FOR DETAIL

her. The rest is history, but she has
certainly seen a lot of changed and learned
a lot from her experiences.
She explains one of the keys to her long
career is to always keep learning: “I began
in engineering in 1973 and my role was to
check the parts before they went out. Over
time I gradually worked my way up, learning
on the job and eventually doing an
apprenticeship in management. It wasn’t a
traditional route for any young woman at the
time, but I have always enjoyed my work.
“Understandably, the industry has
changed considerably, and I have had to
adapt and grow to become a specialist in
quality and inspection. As well as the
obvious changes, such as the introduction
of new technology, tighter tolerances, and
broader processes there have been more
subtle changes.
“In precision engineering customers now
have an expectation of zero defects, and
with tens of thousands of
components leaving the
factory every week I have
had to learn how to cope
with being available 24/7,
at the end of a phone
whenever and wherever.
My advice to anyone
starting out in engineering
now is ‘keep learning’: the
work will change as the
technology and needs
around alter – are you
prepared to adapt and
learn?”
Shelagh has also never been afraid of
hard work: “Maybe it is being a child of the
‘50’s, but from day one I wasn’t afraid of
hard work. When Dawson Shanahan bought
us, there were only 11 of us and we had to
do everything to keep the factory going. It
was hard work, but we did it and it was
such an achievement. Now there are
almost 100 of us and I still give my all at
work each day.
“My advice to the apprentices when
they join is: ‘don’t be afraid of getting
stuck in’. I’m a firm believer that you get
out of a job what you put in.”

DETAIL FOCUSED
Quality and inspection are so important to
any precision engineering firm and high
standards must be maintained constantly
and in Shelagh’s career she has seen them
change.
She explains: “Obviously as the quality
manager for a precision engineering firm,
the standards are high. In fact, in the last
12 years, we have only had a total of 94
customer complaints. Since I started in
quality in 1973 there have been significant
changes to the standards we have worked
to.
“From BS5750 in the 80s, ISO 9001 in
the 90s, the automotive standards of
TS16949 and latterly IATF 16949 of today
there has always been a need to adopt and
adapt our quality measurement processes.
“On top of these standards, some of our
customers also have their own specific
requirements that we must adhere to. In the
early days, the checking of

work was very labour intensive with 20+
women checking to AQL levels for
dimensional and visual faults and 100%
checking when necessary.
“Now with more automated manufacturing
machines - that are more accurate and
reliable - this is no longer a necessity and
checks are carried out in line with the control
plans developed by the engineers. My advice
is that attention to detail might not be ‘sexy’,
but it is what a company’s reputation is built
on, so invest time and energy in it.”
Embracing the change in technology is
also one of the keys to her longevity as it
has made such a leap over the decades and
is very different now to what it was in 70s.
Shelagh explains: “When I first started
here, the handheld measuring equipment
was mainly mechanical but as the technology
has progressed, we now use digital
equipment which is easier for the operators
to use and is more accurate. Yes, we still
have some machines from the World War II
era, and they are still effective at what
they do, but they are the exception, not
the rule these days.
“The measuring equipment has also
moved on significantly with coordinate
measuring machines (CMMs), surface
finish and profile gauges etc. that enable
us to check to a high level of accuracy and
repeatability, and to also collect statistical
process control data at the same time. I
know that change can be

Above: Machine SM
Right: Teaching tricks of inspection
with apprentice Mary Newman
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Inspection in the quality
department on a Mitutoyo
Crystal-Apex CMM

tough but don’t be afraid to
embrace it.”

LEARNING

“We are all human
and we are all prone
to make mistakes,
the key is to be
prepared to learn
from them”

Mistakes are something that
happens in the quality and
inspection department of every
machine shop and Shelagh has
seen them over the years during her
long career, but she believes the important
thing is to learn from the experiences and
use them to grow.
She explains: “All our employees are
trained in our quality requirements ensuring
they work to our procedures, work
instructions and standard operating
procedures.
“We have a very dedicated workforce who
are committed to ensuring that the work
they produce is to a very high standard.
“Although our aim is always to supply our
customers with zero defects, on occasion
this does not happen, and our customers
raise a concern.
“At this point it is important to be able to
learn from mistakes. We gather a crossfunctional team to carry out an investigation
and we use Ishikawa (cause and effect) to
determine the root cause and then the ‘5
why method’ to determine what the cause
was and why it was not identified.
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“This information is
then used to complete
an 8D problem solving
process. This teamorientated approach
to solving problems in
the production process
is key to not only resolving
the issue at hand but taking
corrective action to prevent similar
problems in the future. We are all human
and we are all prone to make mistakes, the
key is to be prepared to learn from them.

WOMEN IN ENGINEERING
Recently, there has been an ever-growing
number of women taking on careers in
engineering, but when Shelagh first started
out on her road in engineering back in
1973, she was in the minority as the
industry was largely dominated by men.
In June, analysis from EngineeringUK
showed a 14.5% of those working in
engineering are female, an increase from
12% reported in 2018.
The number of women working in
engineering occupations rose from 721,586
in Q2 of 2016 to 906,785 in Q2 of 2020,
representing a 25.7% increase in women in
engineering occupations and compares to a
4.6% rise in the number of women in the
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overall workforce within that same period.
Shelagh though bucked the trend when
she took the bold step and for her
engineering is “is not just a job for the
boys” and she has seen first-hand how the
workforce has changed.
She explains: “In the early years of my
career engineering was very male
orientated. There were a lot of quips about
being a ‘domestic engineer’ and a ‘kitchen
mechanic’ and you had to work twice as
hard to prove yourself.
“Obviously, that is going back a long time
and thankfully attitudes have changed.
“When I started out, women only did the
menial jobs, but now more and more women
are setters and team leaders.
“We currently have a young lady doing an
apprenticeship and the work she turns out
is exceptional and more needs to be done
to encourage girls to take up this interesting
and rewarding career. My advice – don’t
follow the crowd.”
As one of the few women in engineering
who can look back over nearly half a century
of experience in the industry, Shelagh
certainly hasn’t followed the crowd and
when she does call time on her long and
distinguished career in engineering, she will
be celebrated and missed in equal
measure.
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A brighter, fairer future for all
Mark Allen Foundation partners with YoungMinds and STOP THE TRAFFIK to support their
amazing work improving quality of life for young people in the UK and internationally.
YoungMinds is a leading UK-based charity campaigning for children and young people’s
mental health. Turning real-life experiences into positive change, it is leading the fight for a
future where all young minds are supported through life, whatever the challenges.
Founded in 2005, STOP THE TRAFFIK offers a unique, intelligence-led approach
developed to systemically disrupt human trafficking. This is done through changing the
environment in which traffickers operate, making it higher risk and lower profit to
criminal networks.
The Foundation was established by Mark Allen Group to enable its employees to
coordinate and amplify their fundraising efforts, as well as to raise significant funds for
these two charities through its portfolio of client events.

To make a donation, please visit:
www.peoplesfundraising.com/donation/mark-allen-foundation
Foundation Half pages_178x124may21.indd 2

We would like to extend our heartfelt
thanks to everyone who has kindly joined
us in supporting these vital charities.
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Right: MAD components
Far right: Ceratizit UK &
Ireland managing director
Tony Pennington and MAD
managing director Daniel
Harper with the
personalised TOM840
vendor

Staying at
the front of the grid
Mini Sport Group benefits from close cutting tool partnership; Belman Engineering Ltd ups productivity
thanks to investment; 5-axis machining a natural progression for Pro-Cut Precision Engineering; plus, UK
additive manufacturing first for the National Centre for Motorsport Engineering

M

achine shops working in the
motorsport sector must ensure high
precision for every part and it is
critical they have close relationships with
machine tool, cutting tool and workholding
manufacturers as equipment must the best
and often required at short notice.
The Mini Sport Group has seen been
supplying its customers with parts for the
iconic classic Mini for over 50 years and
since 2005 many of these parts have been
manufactured in-house by group company
Motorsport Advanced Developments (MAD).
The firm has seen an increase in demand
from the range of sectors, notably Mini Sport
business and supplies batch quantities
ranging from one-off research parts through
to 100,000 plus volume production. A
broadening of its customer base has seen
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an increased demand for the latest machine
tools, cutting tools, workholding and space
in which to house them.
“In 2019 we broke ground on a new
building that would double our available
floorspace,” explains MAD’s managing
director Daniel Harper. “That was completed
in early 2020 and then came Covid and
lockdown. From March to May 2020 things
were challenging, then the mail order side of
the Mini Sport business just took off and by
August we back to full staff and production
just kept ramping up.”
This situation was ideal as just before
lockdown MAD had ordered a Mazak i600
with a multi-pallet system, which is now
installed alongside a Mazak QuickTurn lathe,
with a further QuickTurn 250MSY on order
which will bring the total to 12 Mazak

machines on-site. “Over the past 18 months
we will have invested over £600,000 in
machine tools, in addition to the cost of the
new building,” says Harper.
To support this increased machining
demand and capacity MAD turned to longterm tooling partner Ceratizit UK & Ireland
( www.bit.ly/3wjpMUB ), with which it has
worked with from the outset of the business.
Already a user of Ceratizit’s vending
systems, in the form of two TOM60 vending
machines, the challenge was to supply an
increased tool storage capacity without
compromising floorspace.
The solution was the installation of the
latest TOM840 from Ceratizit, which will
replace the two existing units and has a
maximum capacity of 840 tools in
compartments that can be adjusted to take
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Pictured right: A Matsuura ATC fully
loaded with ITC cutting tools
a wide variety of shapes and sizes.
“In a typical scenario a TOM840 vendor
will hold 5-times the number of tools
compared to a TOM60 unit in a similar
amount of floorspace,” explains Ceratizit UK
& Ireland managing director Tony
Pennington.
The Ceratizit TOM vending system also
provides users with detailed traceability with
the ability to track the distribution of every
tool, from time of vend, to which operator
took it, and monitor costs. With its in-built
SIM card communications orders to
replenish stock are automatically sent to the
team of five dedicated vending support staff
based at Ceratizit’s office in Sheffield.
Stock within the machine is replenished
by a Ceratizit tool service engineer and, once
a month an invoice is raised and, as the
stock within the TOM840 is supplied on a
consignment basis, only those tools vended
are charged for. A further advantage is that
the user can never be left with obsolete
tools, whenever an update is released, the
tools are replaced.

SAVINGS COSTS
Belman Engineering Ltd was born out of the
motorsport sector by its founders with over
20 years’ experience in the industry and
grown from a subcontract machining service
provider to the Formula One industry into a
multi-service business.
The company offers fast turnaround
5-axis CNC machining for metallic and
composite components from its sites in
Milton Keynes and Birmingham into a range
of high-end sectors including Formula One,
automotive and motorsport, but also the
medical and defence sectors.
Belman Engineering has invested heavily
in the latest range of DMG Mori 5-axis
machining centres and Matsuura MX520
machines and 10-pallet MX330 machining
centres.
To squeeze every ounce of productivity
out of the machines while reducing its costs,
the company has invested in cutting tools
from cutting tool manufacturer, Industrial
Tooling Corporation (ITC) ( www.bit.
ly/3k9NIVw ). The relationship between the
firm and ITC started when the company
employed Craig Smith as the new head of
production. During his career, he has worked
with ITC in several previous roles and he
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opened the door for local ITC
representative Gary Bambrick to assess
the situation.
Smith says: “His initial assessment
was that ITC could reduce our annual
tooling costs from £100,000 per year to
£60,000. This ambitious aim would be
achieved through some different
strategies.
“Firstly, ITC assessed our workload of
predominantly aluminium, aluminium alloy
and P20 tool steel parts against our existing
tooling inventory. From here, ITC could
recommend cutting tools to reduce our
inventory by applying a series of individual
tools that could each cater for a multitude of
applications.
“Another target area was the cutting
parameters. Gary suggested that some of
the ITC and Widia range of tools could
replace existing tools to run at significantly
higher speeds and feeds whilst improving
tool life. Additionally, ITC offered solutions
that not only outperformed the previous
tools, but they were also more costeffective.”
Over a period of time, a variety of cutting
tools such as the ITC Series of 4081 4-flute
coated end mills, the 3081 3-flute series,
and the 4032, 2172, 2071, 4121 and
2302 ranges were applied.
A number of these ranges have also
been supplied as uncoated, coated and
diamond coated in the case of the 4121
and 2302 series. Yielding impressive
productivity gains as well as an ability to

reduce tooling inventory for
Belman Engineering, the cost reductions
soon became apparent.
To facilitate the changeover, ITC
introduced a vending system to closely
monitor and control stock levels and costs.
With productivity improvements, stock
consolidation and prolonged tool life, the
cutting tool cost reductions continued.
Additional tools have also now been applied.
This includes the Widia VDS drills, the
Varitap range and a selection of thread
mills.
More recent introductions have included
the 5777C 5-flute Varimill end mills for
trochoidal milling of steel and the Widia
M370 40mm diameter high feed indexable
tool, further enhancing productivity gains
and cost reductions.
ITC has also introduced the Kemmler
range of heat-shrink tool bodies and a Bilz
heat shrink system to complement the
toolholders and recently, it added high-end
Big Kaiser boring system which has slashed
hole making times from two minutes to 15
seconds.
ITC says it has surpassed the target to
reduce tooling costs from £100,000 to
The Xact Metal XM200C machine at the NCME
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MOTORSPORT CRITICAL PARTNERSHIPS

£60,000 and is looking to create additional
cost reductions and productivity
improvements.

5-AXIS PROGRESSION
Subcontract machining company Pro-Cut
Precision Engineering manufactures
bespoke components for motorsports along
with servicing other sectors and has worked
closely with Hurco ( www.bit.ly/3qawviE ) ever
since it was established.
The firm specialises in a mixture of
prototyping and small batch work as well as
longer production runs and shop-floor
consists of a range of machines from the
supplier. One of the most recent additions
was the first full 5-axis model on site, a

trunnion-type VMX30Ui for producing more
complex components.
Pro-Cut Precision Engineering has
added an additional 1,500 square foot of
factory space to start his next expansion
phase and in early October 2021,
installed another Hurco 3-axis VM30i and a
larger VMX42Ui 5-axis machine.
Owner Steve Holmes explains the move
towards 5-axis was a natural progression for
the company and having two different
configurations of machine allows him to
produce a greater variety of workpiece sizes
and shapes.
He adds: “Compared with other models
on the market, the VMX30Ui can handle
surprisingly large sized components,

considering the relatively small footprint of
the VMC.
“We are happy to machine 5-sided
components in 3+2 axis mode or undertake
fully simultaneous 5-axis work, the more
complex parts presently being required
mainly for the motorsport sector.
“Flexibility to be able to serve a variety of
customers is key to our business success
and the latest, larger capacity 5-axis model
will help us further in this respect.”

UK first for National Centre for Motorsport Engineering
The National Centre for Motorsport Engineering (NCME) has
become the first in the UK to install and invest in an additive
manufacturing Xact Metal XM200C machine supplied by Laser
Lines ( www.bit.ly/3BO9d4k ).
NCME is based in a £13m state-of-the art facility at the
University of Bolton and offers cutting-edge, application and
practical focused courses to students that want to become
experts in the performance-focused engineering that is needed to
work in a Formula 1 team.
The centre will use the metal powder-bed fusion machine to help
teach its students about metal additive manufacturing, to increase
accessibility to the technology for the local motor sport industry
and to enable the use of high-end materials.
Robert Higham is a senior lecturer and programme leader at
NCME and says: “We are incredibly excited to be the first customer
of Xact Metal’s versatile machine in the UK. Our job is to make
sure our students are exposed to high-end, Formula 1-level
equipment, methods and tools, and this purchase enables us to
do just that.
“It also allows us to support the growing space and aerospace
industry in the north-west of England in its journey to reap the
benefits of additive design and manufacture. In addition, we intend
to work with Scalmalloy, a high-performing aluminium alloy that is
of great interest in aerospace, space and motorsport.
“The Xact Metal’s open architecture means it is capable of
processing this, but nobody has done it yet. You would normally
need to use one of the very high-end, large, £500,000 machines
to use this world-leading material. But we intend to develop the
printing parameters so that this lower cost, smaller machine can
produce Scalmalloy parts.”
Laser Lines metals product specialist Paul Tickle explains that
the Xact Metal XM200C is a “neat and compact machine”, and it
can produce parts (pictured above) that are exceptional for a much
smaller capital investment.
He adds: “The key to this is the high-speed gantry system that
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allows simple mirrors to move quickly and consistently above
the powder-bed on an X-Y axis, unlike traditional powder-bed
fusion machines that use a laser fired at a mirror attached to a
galvanometer.
“This brings the cost down so you can be up and running for
less than £100,000, which is cheaper than a brand new 3-axis
CNC machine. When you consider the time and money savings
that come with additive manufacturing, you can see why the Xact
Metal machines are a particularly attractive prospect for SMEs and
universities.”
Higham explains he first encountered metal additive
manufacturing back in 2012 when he was working in the
aerospace sector, but back then, the costs to buy and run a
machine were “obscene”, but forward on to today, and most of the
metal machines are just as inaccessible.
Xact Metal’s approach is exactly what the NCME has been
waiting for he says as it is a small, cost-effective machine that is
simpler to run than its expensive, larger rivals.
Higham adds: “In the past, I have spent six months full-time
developing solutions for controlling the powder flow in a facility.
You don’t need to do that with an Xact Metal machine. Everything
is smaller scale and less problematic, so lots of the issues I
experienced with large-scale additive in aerospace just go away.
“I can’t wait to show the machine off to our students – I think
it will blow them away. What I love about students is that they are
endlessly inventive, and I am excited to watch them extract every
ounce of creativity from the machine, because their brains are not
constrained to traditional engineering approaches.
“If you look at the most successful, innovative engineering
companies around the world, these are the ones who are not
hemmed in by traditional specifications and methodologies.
Tradition is the current limitation at many large engineering firms.
Additive manufacturing needs to break that to extract the value.
That starts with increased access to these technologies, and that
is what we are all about here at NCME.”
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WORKFORCE & SKILLS YOUNG BLOOD

Yamazaki Mazak, the
Manufacturing Technology
Centre (MTC), Bentley Motors
and BAE Systems have revealed
their apprenticeship plans for
2022

Manufacturing
talent search
A

s the end of 2021 draws to a close,
it is that time of the year where some
companies reveal the number of
apprentices, graduates and undergraduates
they are taking on in 2022.
Among the companies and organisations
revealing how many young starlets they are
taking on in the UK next year are Yamazaki
Mazak, Bentley Motors, the Manufacturing
Technology Centre (MTC) and BAE Systems.
Worcester-based Yamazaki Mazak, the
European headquarters of the machine tool
manufacturer, says it will take on 17 new
apprentices ( www.bit.ly/3DdcqMe ). The latest
wave brings the total to 62 apprentices in
training, with over 200 successfully trained
since the scheme began in 2011.
European group managing director Richard
Smith says: “Despite the pandemic, we
believe our apprenticeship program is critical
for the long-term future of our business and
that of the wider manufacturing sector. For
this reason, we have maintained our
apprenticeship intake this year.”
The newest cohort’s training is split
between a college education and hands-on
involvement in the workplace, beginning at
Worcestershire Group Training Association’s
(WGTA) training centre in early September.
Here, they will learn the basics of CNC
machining, and electrical, mechanical and
sheet metal manufacturing.
Smith adds: “Developing a workforce that
is able to build, operate and maintain CNC
machine tools will be critical to the growth of
British manufacturing as a whole. Many of
these students will one day join the workforce
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of our Worcester site and we are extremely
excited to see what they can achieve.”
The Manufacturing Technology Centre
(MTC) in Coventry is inviting engineers of the
future to explore the latest apprenticeship
opportunities available at its Advanced
Manufacturing Training Centre and says it is
looking to recruit nearly 100 new apprentices
for its employer partners across the UK
( www.bit.ly/3kvbiMR ).
Based at the AMTC, on the MTC campus
at Ansty Park, the MTC notes it is already
making a significant contribution towards
closing the skills gap that threatens the
UK’s manufacturing sector, having trained
500 apprentices since 2017.
This year, the centre plans to recruit
around 100 new apprentices on behalf of
some of the UK’s top engineering and
manufacturing businesses, with training
starting next September. The futurefocused apprenticeship programme is
designed to create the next generation of top
engineering talent.
Apprenticeship schemes are evolving and
BAE Systems ( www.bit.ly/30hm5U8 ) is
launching a “first of its kind” new Masterslevel sustainability apprenticeship, as it steps
up efforts to reduce its carbon footprint.
The new programme, developed by
Cranfield University, starts in March 2022
and will play a key role in building a network
of “sustainability champions” across the firm
who will help to drive progress towards its net
zero target.
The first 10 apprentices are employees
from across its UK businesses, including in
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Scotland, as well as the North West and
South East of England. The company aims to
increase the number and level, opening them
up to new starters in the future.
Annually, BAE Systems invests almost
£100m in education, skills and early careers
activities in the UK and has around 2,000
apprentices in training across its UK
businesses. It builds on the 50-plus
apprenticeships now offered.
Meanwhile, luxury car manufacturer
Bentley Motors has revealed ( www.bit.

ly/3DaQwtf ) the biggest ever intake
of trainees for 2022 that will see a phased
recruitment of 113 new recruits beginning
their careers in Crewe, working across all
sectors. The future talent will consist of
apprentices, undergraduates and graduates,
who will take up positions in various
departments including in lean manufacturing
and electrical engineering.
Around 20% will be in digital skills such as
software engineering and data science, as
Bentley rolls out its strategy and focuses on
developing the skill sets needed as it aims to
be carbon neutral by 2030 and move models
to full electrification. ■
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SUBCONTRACTING STAYING COMPETITIVE

Machine shop
investments power
growth and quality
Latest turning technology keeps IML at the front; WLR benefits from two new CMMs; Cutting Blue
investment in machine tools and CAM software rewarded; plus, news from the latest Contract
Manufacturing Index (CMI)

S

ubcontractors must invest in a range
technology to stay competitive and
meet demand, everything from the
best quality lathes to precise coordinate
measuring machines (CMMs) and the latest
CADCAM software.
Weymouth-based contract machinist firm
IML (UK) is located at a 14,000 square foot
premises and to stay competitive, it
prioritises spending on machinery. “We
believe that investment in the very latest
technology is the key to quality, reliability
and competitiveness,” explains joint owner
Dave Zollo.
The latest arriving were two Citizen
Machinery ( www.bit.ly/3qp81m1 ) sliding head
lathes in the shape of the L20-XLFV and
L32-XLFV to cope with an ever-increasing

level of work, including for the high-end
automotive sector which has grown over the
past couple of years to become more than
50% of turnover. IML already operates a
Citizen Cincom A32-VII and a Cincom C16-VI.
However, unlike the first two Cincoms,
the news machines offer the flexibility to
allow removal of the guide bush, as well as
having the notable benefit of low frequency
vibration (LFV) software built into the
operating system of the control. Zollo notes
the more modern machines are also more
user-friendly, allow better access and are
quicker and easier to set.
He explains: “These advanced, twinspindle, sliding head lathes are helping to
keep us competitive on the world stage, as
is automation throughout the factory.

A machinist in the inspection room at Wilford
at the end of a measuring cycle on a Nibron component
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“All of our lathes including four fixed-head
models are bar-fed and work 24/7, with the
sliders able to accommodate a wide range
of batch sizes from typically 50- to 30,000off. Dimensional tolerances of less than ±
10 microns may be easily held.
“Even smaller quantities are economical
to produce, partly because we have adopted
a policy of standardising on one size of
stock on each of the Cincoms, so we do not
have to waste time changing over bar sets.
“We have also invested in automation on
the milling side of our business, which
accounts for more than half of turnover. Our
four vertical machining centres are equipped
with robotic loading and remote monitoring,
while two horizontal machining centres on
the shop-floor have a twin automatic pallet
changer to minimise idle times.
“It all helps to keep costs down and
allows us to quote our customers prices that
are very similar to those we were charging
two decades ago.”
Aluminium bar, which accounts for a
significant proportion of throughput of turnmilled parts, is the villain of the piece as
regards sliding head turning in the
Weymouth factory. The material is often of
variable quality in terms of straightness and
diameter variation, so can jam in the guide
bush of sliders and requires frequent
supervision by the operator to adjust the
collet.
The ability to remove the guide bush on
the L20 and L32 in less than half an hour
allows the subcontractor to turn aluminium
bar into shorter components in fixed-head
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The Citizen L20-XLFV sliding head lathe
on the shop-floor at IML (UK)

Right: A range of turned and turn-milled
components produced by IML (UK) on its
four Citizen CNC sliding-head lathes
mode without problems. It also has the
advantage of reducing the remnant length
from typically 275mm to 100mm.
Completion of one IML (UK) contract
consumed 300 bars, showing the material
and money that can be saved.
When turning difficult to chip materials,
Citizen’s LFV software, which is part of the
control’s operating system, breaks swarf
into manageable chip sizes, whereas
normally it would be stringy and entangle
itself around the tool and component.

SIMPLIFIED CMM INSPECTION
Two LK Metrology ( www.bit.ly/3qudOqA )
coordinate measuring machines (CMMs)
have largely superseded the use of a pair of
smaller capacity, 15-year-old machines in
the inspection room at Nottinghamshire
contract machining specialist WLR Precision
Engineering.
To enable production operators, as well
as quality inspectors to operate the new
CMMs and access the measurement reports
easily, the machines have been supplied
with LK Launchpad, an icon-driven, touchscreen operator menu, and a network of
viewing screens and tablets.
WLR is seen by its customers as an allencompassing service provider, fulfilling
virtually every contract it manages the entire
production process. A proportion of the value
of each part is rigorous metrology, often
involving 100% inspection.
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Contracts are received mainly from the oil
& gas, pharmaceutical, medical, laboratory
and scientific instrumentation industries,
where accuracy and consistency of parts is
paramount. Sales manager Tom Parr says:
“The increasing confidence that our
customers have in the accuracy and
consistency of components they receive
from us has resulted in our winning
considerably more business in virtually every
sector we serve.”
What has helped raise that level of
confidence was the purchase in 2015 of the
first LK CMM, an AlteraS 15.10.8 with a
measuring volume of 1,524 x 1,016 x
813mm. It transformed quality control in the
factory, making it faster, much more efficient
and less labour-intensive to measure parts
and preparing inspection reports.
This year, a further increase in batch
measuring capacity was needed. A
requirement was also introduced for inprocess inspection of a particular family of
components for one customer. This time a
smaller LK AlteraS 10.10.8 with a working
volume of 1,016 x 1,016 x 813mm was
bought, together with the latest CAMIO 2021
and the additional LK Launchpad software.
The easy-to-use, graphical interface
enables not only the two WLR quality
inspectors and quality manager Tony Blood
to load parts singly or in batches of up to six
at a time, but also the 10 day-shift and five
night-shift machine operators.
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Parr explains: “The parts we produce
typically range in size from about 5mm
square up to 115mm in diameter by 250mm
long. At one end of the scale they are milled,
turned, ground, spark eroded and diamond
lapped from free cutting brass, aluminium
and stainless steel, but very often they are
machined from the toughest of alloys
including Inconel 718, Invar or Hastelloy.
“Consistently high precision is the
watchword here, with machined tolerances
normally of the order of ± 25 microns but
exceptionally down to ± 3 microns, if
necessary.
“Nearly all components are inspected on
our highly productive LK CMMs. There is
enough spare capacity now to provide our
customers with an additional service
whereby, if required, some components that
we do not manufacture for them are also
inspected here and certified by us.”

SUPPORTING MANUFACTURING
Birmingham-based Cutting Blue Ltd was
founded four years ago by Piotr Parobczy as
a consultancy imbued in the programming of
complex high-value components for the F1
and motorsport industries.
However, in the last 18 months, the
subcontract company has commenced
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Parts programmed
at Cutting Blue with hyperMILL
manufacturing, purchasing machine tools
from Doosan and DMG Mori supported by
CAM software from Open Mind Technologies
( www.bit.ly/2ZgXFcQ ).
Cutting Blue has built a customer base
in the electric vehicle (EV) and micromobility sectors, manufacturing drivetrain
components, battery and electronic
enclosures and more. The company has
invested in a large bed Doosan DNM6700
and a DMG Mori CMX600V machining
centre to undertake the processing of
primarily plastic and aluminium parts
machined in batches from 100 to 500-off.
Parobczy says he opted for hyperMILL
from Open Mind as it is only running 3-axis
machining centres so hyperMILL is perfect
for this type of machining. He adds: “Open

Mind may be known for its 5-axis
strategies, but as a completely modular
system, we can ‘bolt-on’ additional
features as and when we need them.”
While hyperMILL is only required for
3-axis machining on the shop-floor, the
consultancy division undertakes the
programming of complex components
for different industry sectors –
where the benefits of the CAM
software are realised.
Parobczy says: “We have hyperMILL fully
loaded with strategies from MAXX machining
and 5-axis through to tube machining, multiblade, probing, turning and more. That is
the beauty of hyperMILL, you can add
features to suit your specific requirements.”
He is impressed with the postprocessors for every machine and the
collision detection and avoidance as
believes going through the NC Code, it is at
least 20% faster than rival CAM systems.
The components machined at Cutting
Blue can often have cycle times from five to
22 hours per part and hyperMILL generates
considerable cycle time savings on many of
these components, Parobczy notes.
He says: “By using strategies like the
MAXX machining for roughing, we can use
high-speed cutting tools and trochoidal
milling to reduce cycle times on some parts
by more than 30%. When you are machining

batches of 100-off or more each month, this
is a significant saving. Some parts that we
have programmed for customers have also
seen cycle times fall from 22 hours to 17.”
On the CAM programming consultancy
side, it has generated cycle time reductions
if customers are adopting the latest cutting
tools and machine tools.
He continues: “We have one customer
that is 5-axis machining impellers for the
marine industry and we have yielded
impressive cycle time reductions on these
single blade impellers. By utilising the
Multiblade feature in hyperMILL, the blades
are quite easy to programme, as the
strategy has a host of small options that
simplify the process while a lot of the other
tasks are automated.
“The result of this project has seen the
client reduce the cycle times from one hour
per impeller to just 20 minutes. This is a
credit to the combination of the hyperMILL
strategies and the adoption of conical
barrel tools that enable the tool paths to
run with a stepover of 3mm or more
compared to a stepover of just 0.2mm with
conventional ball nose tools. The impeller
project is something that we will be
machining in-house next year and we are
currently investigating suitable mill-turn
centres in the market to support us in
doing this.”

Subcontracting market grows strongly in July and August,
but falls back in September, the latest CMI reports
The latest Contract Manufacturing Index (CMI) reports the
subcontracting market grew strongly in July and August but fell back
in September amid concerns over material, staff and transport
shortages.
Suppliers were unwilling to quote without knowing what their costs
would be, while buyers were hesitant about placing orders due to
uncertainty over demand and pricing.
The Index for the third quarter of 2021 stood at 117, a 52%
increase on the previous quarter and just slightly (5%) down on the
equivalent quarter in 2020 when the market bounced back after the
first Covid-19 lockdown.
The strong growth in July and August followed by a falling back
in September mirrored the results seen last year. The CMI of 78 for
September was comparable with the overall CMI of 77 for the second
quarter of this year.
The CMI is produced by sourcing specialist Qimtek and reflects the
total purchasing budget for outsourced manufacturing of companies
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looking to place business in any given month.
This represents a sample of over 4,000 companies who could be
placing business that together have a purchasing budget of more than
£3.4bn and a supplier base of over 7,000 companies with a verified
turnover more than £25bn. The baseline for the index is 100, which
represents the average size of the subcontract manufacturing market
between 2014 and 2018.
The strongest sector in the third quarter was Industrial Machinery,
which was up by more than 150% on the previous quarter.
Construction and Construction Equipment also saw strong growth
as did Consumer Products and the Food and Beverage Sector.
Conversely, demand dropped significantly in the electronics, furiture
and agricultural sectors.
In terms of process, fabrication accounted for 53% of the market
(47% in Q2), while machining dropped to 36% of the market (44%
in Q2). Other processes, including moulding and contract electronic
manufacturing, accounted for the remaining 11%.
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SPORT & RECREATION GOLD STANDARD
The MTC and NCC helped
paracanoe champion Emma
Wiggs win a gold medal in
Tokyo 2020 using the latest
tecÚologies to produce the
perfect canoe

Rising to the
Paralympic challenge
P

aralympic paracanoe champion Emma
Wiggs MBE added to her gold medal
haul at the Tokyo 2020 Paralympic
Games, with the help of experts from the
Manufacturing TecŸology Centre (MTC)
( www.bit.ly/3FtATxP ) and the National
Composites Centre (NNC).
A team of expert engineers came together
with Emma to use the latest manufacturing
tecŸologies to design and produce the
perfect paddle. This helped propel the ninetime world champion to victory in the new VL2
event, winning her second successive
Paralympic gold medal after winning the KL2
event in Rio 2016.
Despite her previous successes, Emma
and the British Canoeing coaching team
identified the paddle as an element of her
equipment that could improve her
performance. The previous design was not
adapted to the ergonomics of paracanoeists
and could only be altered by its length with
the same basic design of the blade, shaft
and handle for all athletes, irrespective of
their size, weight or stroke style.
Having begun a relationship with Emma
when she spoke to the MTC’s engineering
apprentices about overcoming challenges and
achieving goals, conversations took place to
see how the MTC could support Emma by
using its engineering expertise and worldleading engineering facilities.
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With agreement from British Canoeing, the
MTC kick-started the project, including
teaming up with composites specialists at
the NCC to begin the challenge of designing
and manufacturing a new, bespoke paddle for
Emma to enable her to generate more
strength and power based on the materials of
her existing paddle but looking at a new
handle design.

CARBON FIBRE UPGRADE
The engineers worked with Emma and her
coaches at British Canoeing to capture the
current equipment dimensions and
properties, as well as Emma’s ergonomics
and individual tecŸique to generate speed
and power through the water. The team
developed a fluid simulation model using a
digital twin of the old paddle to inform the
new design of the carbon fibre paddle
developed with the NCC.
The NCC upgraded the carbon fibre body
of the paddle, conducting a full review of the
existing one used by Emma and digitally
simulating it to test if the lay-up materials and
design concept chosen would withstand the
forces applied in the water.
The team then designed a modular multipart split mould to manufacture paddles with
different angles to find the ideal one for
Emma. The final paddle used in Tokyo had a
lightweight bespoke handle and a more than
@MachineryTweets | December 2021

150% stiffer paddle with an improved angle
on entry into the water to maximise Emma’s
power output.
Various options of the paddle handle
customised to Emma’s hands were designed
using lightweight lattice structures and 3D
scanning tecŸology. The handles were then
manufactured using high-performance
polymer 3D printing in the National Centre for
Additive Manufacturing based at the MTC, in
partnership with Carbon, the tecŸology
manufacturer and member of the MTC.
Emma says: "I'm incredibly proud of
working with the MTC and the NCC on this
project. Races are won on small margins and
this demonstrates that the right adaptions to
our equipment to better suit our abilities can
make all the difference on race day. I won my
gold medal in a Paralympic best time under
extreme pressure, but knowing I had the best
possible paddle in my hands made a huge
difference and massively contributed to me
securing the gold medal."
MTC project lead Miguel Fernandez-Vicente
says it was a great demonstration of how,
through tecŸology and ingenuity, we can
“overcome any challenge” and Graeme
Barnes, principal research engineer at the
NCC, adds by combining specialisms of the
MTC and NCC we can “help find solutions to
a range of engineering challenges being
faced”. ■
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The Studer favorit in
action at Delta Tooling

High-tech
grinding technology
OEM and subcontractor get boost from new Studer machine; Allied Tooling Ltd finds perfect machine to
meet its needs; Studer introduces the roboLoad; Rollomatic launches new GrindSmart 660XW grinding
machine; plus, news and products in brief

C

ox Powertrain and Delta Tooling have
worked together since May 2020 to
produce the CXO300 – a revolutionary
new concept in ultra-lightweight diesel
outboards that is becoming hugely popular
throughout the global maritime market.
West Sussex located Cox has invested
£6.7m in a world-class production facility and
all components are precured using a range of
OEM’s. All items are manufactured to Cox
designs and drawings unique to the CXO300
which remains the IP of Cox.
As the
Walter Helitronic Power
Diamond 400
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CXO300’s drive shafts have specific
requirements the decision was taken to
manufacture them at Horsham-based Delta
Tooling (Horsham) Ltd. and to supply Delta
with the machine tools to produce the shafts.
Delta is a machining subcontract who has
provided Cox with many prototype, preproduction items over the last six years and
is now manufacturing producing parts.
When Cox Powertrain’s head of DFM &
manufacture Colin Stapley identified the need
to introduce grinding capacity and capabilities
into the business, related to the production
of critical drive shafts, a search was made for
a high precision, CNC universal
cylindrical grinding machine.
With input from Gary Childs, the MD
of Delta Tooling, Stapley decided the
Studer favorit was the ideal,
premium quality CNC universal
cylindrical grinding machine for
ensuring that the shafts’
demanding dimensional and
surface finish tolerances could be
met. The machine was supplied by
Studer UK agent Advanced Grinding
Supplies Ltd ( www.bit.ly/3C0bsl5 ).

Cox Powertrain retains ownership of the
recently purchased Swiss grinding machine,
given the subcontractor’s capabilities, and as
it made logistical and operational sense, the
decision was made to locate the favorit at the
premises of Delta Tooling. Consequently, the
Studer machine was installed in a new,
dedicated facility adjacent to Delta Tooling’s
main factory.
Childs explains: “After refurbishing a
vacant unit next to our main production
facility, the Studer favorit was installed in
what is now our dedicated Cox Powertrain
production cell. Given their demanding
specifications, the machine has proven to be
ideal for the precision grinding of Cox
Powertrain’s drive shafts.
“The machine is now in regular use and
the high quality of the drive shafts produced
by it adhere to their challenging dimensional
and surface finish specifications.” The
machine is helping satisfy ever increasing
demand for our output.
The Studer favorit CNC universal cylindrical
grinding machine is designed for the grinding
of medium-sized workpieces in individual and
serial production. Owing to the availability of
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a range of options, such as in-process
gauging, balancing systems, contact
detection and length positioning, the
machine can be precisely supplied to
correspond with users’ needs.

PERFECT ALLIES
Online audio and web conferencing
technology has played a crucial role in
business discussions and decisions during
the Covid-19 pandemic.
Walter Ewag UK ( www.bit.ly/3095Ho2 )
and customer Allied Tooling Ltd took the
concept to a new level by staging a remote
demonstration of a Walter Helitronic Power
Diamond 400 (pictured on page 38) two-inone tool grinding and erosion machine for
processing both carbide and PCD tools.
“The demonstration finally convinced me
that this was the perfect machine for our
needs,” explains Wes Hacker, managing
director of the Dorset-based tool operation.
“It is an incredible machine; a real gamechanger,” he adds.
With a 26 kW spindle producing 10,500
revs/min combined with axes traverse rates
of 15,000 mm/min in X, Y and Z, Hacker
says the machine’s power and speed is
complemented by “effective and efficient tool
and grinding wheel loading”.
He adds: “Importantly, too, programming
is very straightforward and the machine can
process a diverse range of tools. All these
attributes – meant this was the machine we
just had to have to enable us to continue to
grow the business.”
Hacker says the Helitronic Power Diamond
400’s output levels are further improved by
enhancing the machine’s performance in

The

single set-up tool grinding and erosion with
the use of an automatic wheel changer, as
well as with Walter’s Robot Loader 25 tool
handling magazine.
“The combined processing of carbide
grinding and PCD erosion will enable us to
■ Engis Corporation has launched a new
meet all expectations in terms of customers’
series EVG Series of high precision vertical
tooling needs, especially PCD-tipped tools for
grinding machines – the EVG-200, EVG-250
the increasing composites machining
and EVG-300. ( www.bit.ly/3C2HGw7 )
market,” he says.
“Now, with integrated wheel changing and
■ At EMO Milan, Vollmer premiered its new
a loader able to accommodate up to 80
VGrind 360S grinding machine for machining
tools, we are also in a position to
of carbide tools. ( www.bit.ly/3wyeSuf )
automatically and cost-effectively process
large batches of tools of varying designs,
■ E-mobility, digitalization and automation
including operating the machine in a lightsare some of the key trends in the grinding
out mode.”
technology sector, according to the
Allied Tooling Ltd supplies shank and
organisers of GrindingHub.
block tooling for woodworking, metalworking,
( www.bit.ly/3F5Mz9U )
engineering and composite applications,
■ Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC) has
including abrasives, TCT saw and bandsaw
installed its second Rollomatic Nano6
blades, HSS, carbide and PCD spindle block
grinding centre. ( www.bit.ly/3Haf9bW )
tooling, as well as routers, Euro knives, plus
HSS and TCT serrated
back knives.
Much of the
tooling processed
is in relation to
its exclusive UK
agency for AKE,
a Germanybased saw and
tooling
manufacturer,
though bespoke
designs are also
manufactured inhouse including kitchen
manufacturers to Formula One
Studer S131 Radius - roboLoad

Grinding, honing &
surface finishing news
and products in brief

Science

behind

Lapping, Polishing, Grinding and Honing
Engis UK Ltd. The European division of Engis Corporation. Tel +44 (0) 1491- 411117 www.engis.com
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teams. The Helitronic Power
Diamond 400 can process
tools of 3mm to 380mm
diameter and up to 520mm
long.
Studer ( www.bit.
ly/3n0XsTW ) has developed
a new loading system for
CNC radius internal
cylindrical grinding
machines.
The company says
previously, the special
characteristics of these
machines, such as the height
of the workhead and the
Rollomatic’s GrindSmart 660XW

associated geometric restrictions, made the
development of a handling solution a major
challenge. For the user, the Studer roboLoad
(pictured on page 39) can be operated
without any programming knowledge; it
enables great flexibility in production and a
high degree of operating comfort.
In the Studer S121, S131, and S141
radius internal cylindrical grinding machines
the automatic B axis has a swivel range of
-60° to +91°.
That is why Studer has now developed the
roboLoad, an external loader that with a
width of 1.50 metres and only half as wide
as the machine itself.
The roboLoad offers room for workpieces
on six trays, each measuring 1080 x 320mm
which are loaded manually.

A world first in CNC tool grinding by Rollomatic
The economical manufacture of cylindrical cuttings tools has,
until now, called for the use of at least two grinding machines,
according to Advanced Grinding Solutions (AGS) ( www.bit.
ly/30gzjjQ ) – the UK & Ireland agent of Rollomatic.
Firstly, a blank prep cylindrical grinding machine is required
followed by one or even two multi-axis machines to grind the tools
neck, flutes and the end face tip.
These operations could in theory all be done on a multi-axis
tool grinder, the company says, as it can “never be done efficiently
and cost effectively” as the grinding wheels are of too small a
diameter and the rotary speed of the headstock is too low and the
cycle times are long.
The new Rollomatic GrindSmart 660XW grinding machine
overcomes any issues, as the power and performance of a blank
prep cylindrical grinder with the flexibility of a multi-axis tool grinder
to allow for machining operations to be carried in one single
automatic operation on the same machine and in one clamping,
so cutting tools can be completely machined in a highly efficient
single process.
Advanced Grinding Solutions says the 660XW brings “dramatic”
gains in production efficiency for tool manufacturers, while savings
are “enormous” because lengthy set-ups on multiple machines
are avoided all together, and the handling and storage of partly
finished tools between machines is also completely negated.
Typical production efficiency from the traditional multi-machine
production method for standard end mills is 11% and increased
to some 82% on the 660XW, while there are large savings in
manpower as the number of different machine types needed is
reduced and the machine needs less floor-space.
The 660XW has a large capacity loader taking up to 1,360
tools in six pallets and features the latest in linear motor
technology on each axis.
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A 14kw constant torque synchronous grinding spindle ensures
maximum grinding efficiency for all types of cutting tools from 0.1
to 12.7mm in diameter.
The machine features four linear and two rotary axis and a
special design of workhead identical to those used on Rollomatic’s
blank prep cylindrical grinding machines that runs at 3,000
rpm mounted onto its own linear CNC axis, allowing for the peel
grinding process for fast and efficient blank prep cylindrical
grinding.
This a new design for a grinding machine that has a smaller
footprint than standard 5-axis and 6-axis tool grinding machines
that do not have a true cylindrical capability.
It can hold tight tolerances of just 2um on tool runout across
large batches of tools.
Rollomatic’s target when developing this new lean grinding
process was to remove as many non-added value operations as
possible so multiple machine set-up’s is no longer required, work
in progress has been eliminated and there is no intermediate
inventory of batches of tools awaiting transfer from one machine
to another.
Advanced Grinding Solutions managing director Chris Boraston
explains: “The huge gains made in simplifying production
management not only makes production considerably easier to
control, the large cost savings in manpower and in the removal
of the non-value-added operations allow tool manufacturers to
become really competitive in the market.
“The large reductions in lead times that this truly unique one-hit
machining method brings are also really important as work is not
held up waiting for a second or third grinding machine to become
available and if a batch of tools is needed quickly then the ability
to load blank carbide rod into the 660XW machine and to get
totally finished cutters from it is a huge benefit.”
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WATERJET CUTTING EXPANDING HORIZONS

AAG introduces new M-Series of waterjet
cutting machines; and TCI Cutting
launches products into the
North American market

Meeting future
production requirements
T

he demand on waterjet cutting
machines are constantly evolving
and AAG (www.bit.ly/3CT74FW) which
supplies CNC machining solutions to a
wide range of industries has now added the
M-Series of large-format waterjet cutting
machines to its WardJet portfolio.
The M-Series feature a number of new
design features that AAG explains “enable
easier access to the material being
processed, faster cutting speeds and
maximum utilisation of the processing bed
area to further reduce material wastage”.
The M-Series is available in a choice of
four different-sized models (2540, 5040,
7540 and 10040), with respective cutting
envelopes of 2.5 x 4.0, 5.0 x 4.0, 7.5 x 4.0
and 10.0 x 4.0 metres.
Purpose-built for the cutting of industrystandard material sheet sizes, the M-Series
incorporates WardJet’s proprietary Move
intuitive software that encompasses multiple
machining functions.
It also features a triple-head cutting

configuration that enables radically
increased productivity levels and easier
switching from single- to triple-head cutting,
contingent upon the size and volume of the
material being processed.
A new gantry design makes it easier to
load and offload material while the machine
is running, with the integrated helical rack
and pinion drive system featuring a multiteeth configuration enabling cutting speeds
of up to 35m/min. This system also ensures
more even distribution of the workload,
quieter machine operation and ultimately a
longer than normal machine life.
AAG also says the latest Apex-60 5-axis
cutting head further extends the
performance of the M-Series and in
particular its ability to handle threedimensional work.
Key benefits of the Apex-60 include the
ability to cut any angle from 0 to 60
degrees, thereby opening up many new
possibilities and applications.
The company explains that the Apex-60

also greatly increases the speed and
efficiency with which ancillary finishing can
be carried out that would otherwise require
additional machine shop staff and add to
operating costs. With a Z-travel capability of
304.8mm, the Apex-60 will also
accommodate the processing of the thickest
materials likely to be encountered and with
no compromise on quality.
In common with all waterjet cutting
machines supplied by AAG, the M-Series will
handle a wide range of materials that
traditional CNC routing/cutting systems
cannot effectively handle. Typically, these
include stainless steel and other non-ferrous
metals, alloys such as brass, bronze and
zinc, stone, marble, ceramics, glass,
fibreglass, high-density plastics and
laminates and solid and composite rubber.
The M-Series is also fully upgradeable to
meet customers’ future production
requirements and supported with free
product training and ongoing online technical
support. ■

TCI Cutting launches in the North American market
Valencia-based TCI Cutting – which manufactures laser and waterjet
cutting machines along with offering automation solutions and
intelligent production management software - has launched in the
North American market as part of its growth and international
expansion plans.
The company’s waterjet machines are distributed in the UK by
Prosaw ( www.bit.ly/3BIG7Dn ) Is collaborating with two local
partners, Inducor and Phase Four, which it explains are both highly
incorporated and knowledgeable of the North American market –
specifically in the sheet metal and industrial cutting sector.
TCI Cutting is focusing on three industrial centres of interest, the
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areas of Northwest, California and Texas, providing its range of
laser cutting machines like Dynamicline Fiber, Smartline Fiber and
Speedline Fiber, with their respective intelligent automation
solutions and intelligent production management software.
In addition to this, the company believes that its waterjet cutting
machines, notably the BP-C and BP-H, among others, are well suited
to service the needs of the North American market.
TCI Cutting CEO-executive director Emilio Mateu says: “The North
American market has an important weight within our corporate
international expansion plan, it is a strategic market for the
development and growth of the company.”
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The Sandvik Coromant
CoroMill 390

Tooling innovations
to meet precision
Sandvik Coromant launches new tools for precision; Seco Tools a new family of solid end mills; Guhring adds
a new series of end mills; Walter’s new solid carbide end mills; ITC brings new innovations to the market;
plus Horn introduces new modular system for reaming large diameter holes

A

s the industry continues to evolve, so
do the materials being processed and
the cutting tools needed for
machining and new technological
innovations continue, as companies look to
provide even greater precision and versatility
for manufacturers.
Sandvik Coromant ( www.bit.ly/3oAqn0S )
has launched new tools for precision in the
shape of two new microdrill families. The
CoroDrill 462 with -XM geometry and the
CoroDrill 862 with -GM geometry support
industries that demand small parts
manufacturing, such as medical, automotive,
electronics and aerospace.
Designed to cover a variety of workpiece
materials, the new drills aim to offer precise
performance where accuracy is key and
meet growing demand across industries for
tools that can produce smaller, more
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complicated parts. They are available in new
geometries with a variety of diameters and
lengths.
The drills have been adapted to overcome
challenges of micro drilling, like macroscale
applications.
The CoroDrill 462 and 862 can drill hole
depths of up to nine times diameter (xD)
when using external coolant, and a throughcoolant option is also available for drilling
diameters of 1mm and above and hole
depths of up to 16xD. Not only does the
effective use of coolant help the tools to drill
deeper holes, but it also extends the tools’
life and reduces the risk of chip jamming.
Sandvik Coromant has also launched a
new high feed milling tool – the CoroMill
MH20 – designed for milling cavities, or
pockets, in ISO S, M and P materials.
Ensuring secure and vibration-free

machining, especially at long overhangs, the
MH20 is suited to various industries.
The MH20 has been adapted for
applications where components are difficult
to machine in aerospace, oil and gas and
mould and die.
Application manager Sangram Dash says
when designing the MH20, the company
kept the stringent requirements of these
sectors at the fore. He adds: “The tool is
capable of completing several different
operations to reduce the number of tools,
changeovers and tool handling required
during manufacturing, thus reducing cycle
times and improving manufacturing
economics.”

VERSATILE MACHINING
Meanwhile, solid end mill product
development continues, and Seco Tools
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( www.bit.ly/3Fq5Mmy ) has released the new
action and chip removal”, for slotting,
JSE510 series.
ramping, roughing, helical milling, finishing
Redesigned to offer the rigidity, chip
and trochoidal cutting.
control and tool life to achieve the lowest
The RF 100 Sharp is available in three
possible costs per meter machined
versions, an extra-long design long
in steels, stainless steels, cast
(DIN+) that is an extension on the
iron, titanium and some
long (DIN) version, but with a
aluminium’s. The new series
longer cutting edge and a
targets general engineering,
standard-length end mill.
contract manufacturers and job
Meanwhile, with the new Xillshops, as well as the aerospace,
tec product family, Walter ( www.
medical and automotive industries.
bit.ly/2YV73m5 ) has launched a
The design is reoptimised to
new milling range; the MC230
The Sandvik Coromant
stand up to tough milling
Advance product range solid
CoroMill 390
applications with a versatile
carbide milling cutters that it says
carbide grade, advanced polished
demonstrate a high performance
SIRA coatings and a strong, sharp cutting
geometry with an asymmetrical helix
edge. To extend tool life further, these tools
(35°/38°) and combined with Walter’s
offer vibration-damping variable pitch design
innovative wear-resistant and WK40TF
and optimised helix.
grade. The tools have universal applicability
“These solid end mills offer productivity
for rough and finish machining.
in less-stable machining conditions or when
The solid carbide milling cutters are
pushed hard to balance productivity and tool
suitable for all ISO material groups (P, M,

a 6mm reinforced shank, an overall length of
50mm and the length of cut that is 7mm on
the 2mm diameter tool, 10mm on the 3 and
4mm variants. ITC says this geometry further
enhances the rigidity and strength of the
tool, resulting in fewer collet changes.

REAMING SOLUTION
Reaming is an economical machining
process. Compared to boring holes to tight
tolerances, it is faster and can significantly
reduce unit costs. Until now, Horn ( www.bit.
ly/3qLp41N ) says the reaming tools on the
market in these larger sizes have been either
special brazed tools or diameter-specific
reamers with fixed inserts.
The firm has introduced a new modular
system for reaming large diameter holes,
offering high precision, flexibility and easy
handling with the DR-Large reamers which
have exchangeable cutter heads with
multiple solid carbide inserts, resulting in
high cutting values, shorter cycle times and

machining demands
life cost effectively,” says solid end mills
global product manager Rob Mulders.
The JSE510 series includes 216 tools in
four geometries, with two length variants in
the three and four-flute version, normal
(LV2) and long (LV3). The two-flute JSE512
easily handles the large chips produced in
helical interpolation or peck drilling, keyways
and slotting applications, while the threeflute JSE513 offers universal milling for
ramping, full slotting and side milling.
Machining soft, tough and high alloyed
materials creates an issue with swarf
clearance, so Guhring ( www.bit.ly/3HwY9gf )
has introduced its new RF100 Sharp series
of end mills to overcome challenges. Chip
jamming and swarf stick to the cutting tool
creating a major impact upon productivity
and machining performance.
Guhring says the RF100 series is its
sharpest solid carbide milling tool to date,
delivering “high quality machining results
with unparalleled swarf evacuation on the
most challenging of materials”, while
demonstrating “extremely smooth cutting
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K, N and S) and cover all common milling
operations. This includes shoulder milling,
ramping, (helical) plunging and full slotting up
to 1XD. The Xill-tec MC230 end mills are
available in diameters from 2mm to 25mm.

MATERIAL CHALLENGES
Machining demand for aluminium continues
to evolve and Industrial Tooling Corporation’s
(ITC) ( www.bit.ly/3FnU6kf ) 180-10-A Series of
single flute routers has been extended with a
Vitreo coated router for machining aluminium
composite material (ACM) and an Iridis
coated variant for aluminium.
The 180-10-A Series single flute router
with the new Vitreo coating is a solid carbide
tool with an upward spiral geometry that
incorporates a 30° helix with a reinforced
6mm shank.Manufactured from ultra-wear
resistant micro-grain carbide, the new Vitreo
coated range helps reduce the number of
collet changes and prolonging to life when
machining ACM.
The Vitreo coated 180-10-A Series is
available with 2, 3 and 4mm diameters with
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lower costs.
The interface of the insert seats has been
designed to offer precise interchangeability
to within a few microns. Tool setting is
unnecessary when exchanging the cutter
head. The reaming system is for bore
diameters from 140mm to 200.2mm. Six
cutter heads cover the range of diameters in
10mm increments. Two sizes of head fit on
each size of reamer shank. Modular
construction and an ABS-compatible
interface means the tool can be extended to
any length, in theory without limit. All
reamers are equipped with direct internal
coolant supply to each cutting edge.
The new Guhring RF100
Sharp in action
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The Vollmer
CHD270 processing
large saw blades at
the Saw Centre

Evolving demands
lead to investments
The Saw Centre upgrades to the latest saw blade technology; and Mechtop ramps
up flexibility with two new tower storage systems and a bandsaw

T

he Saw Centre in Scotland has a
long history dating back to 1889
and since it was established has
invested to meet ever-changing market
needs which has been the case this year
with an upgrade in machinery to the latest
saw blade technology from Vollmer ( www.
bit.ly/3xbLL0i ).
Now employing 30 at a 20,000 square
foot facility, the company has evolved with
significant growth of its saw blade
sharpening business bolstered with
diversification into the sales and service of
machinery for the wood, metal and UPVC
sectors.
Now in its third generation of family
ownership and led by joint managing
directors David Stevenson and Tony
Galbraith, the firm saw a new solution was
needed.
Galbraith explains: “The evolution of saw
blades for our primary industries of wood,
metal cutting, construction and UPVC has
moved on quite drastically in the last 20
years. To service the needs of our
customers and streamline our productivity,
we needed to upgrade our machinery. This
upgrade was the Vollmer CHD270 with an
ND250 5-stack robot loading system.
“As manufacturers strive to improve
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productivity and prolong saw blade life, the
automation system, users can sharpen saw
required geometries have become ever
blades around the clock with high quality
more complex. Unfortunately, the software,
and productivity levels.
kinematics and machine movement of the
The new Vollmer machine has boosted
old Vollmer CHD250R2 meant that we
productivity, technology and automation, as
either had to undertake two or three setfactory manager Scott McQuillan explains:
ups to complete complex saw blades, or we “In the last 20 years, saw blade geometries
would subsequently subcontract the work
have evolved considerably in all industry
out to another supplier.
sectors, as saw blade suppliers and their
customers strive to improve
“In some instances, we turned away
performance and blade
the sharpening of certain blades.
Now, we can regrind everything
“In some instances, longevity.
on the new CHD270 and
“In the panel
we turned away the
processing industries, the
when it comes to TCT saw
sharpening of certain
blade sharpening.”
demand for hollow
The Vollmer CHD270 is a
ground blades with
blades.
fully automated machine for
concave tooth
Now, we can regrind
geometries has increased
the complete machining of
everything on the new drastically. Used in wall
carbide tipped (TCT) circular
CHD270”
saw blades with eight CNC
saws and vertical panel
controlled axes and measuring
saws, the blades require an
equipment.
excellent finish and as we are
With the CHD 270, the entire grinding
selling more of the machines and blades,
unit is compactly and robustly mounted on
we had to find a more efficient way of
a central monoblock main structure to
grinding them, previously the blades would
ensure precision and smooth running.
require two processes on two machines to
Furthermore, the twin grinding wheel
get the quality we were looking for.”
concept provides complete machining
The transfer of the blades between two
without having to replace the grinding
machines resulted in a sharpening time of
wheel. Combined with the ND250
approximately 40 minutes, depending upon
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the blade size and type. Furthermore, these
saw blades had to be manually loaded,
increasing the workload as the volume of
blades continually increased.
He adds: “With the new CHD270, we
can now process the saw blades in a single
automated set-up in less than 20 minutes.
Not only has this slashed our cycle times
by 50%, but it has also eliminated manual
loading – as we can just put the blades into
the ND250 robotic cell and forget about
them.

Above: The Swiss company Mechtop has
installed a UNITOWER tower storage
system with 108 cassettes for storing
stock up to six metres in length
Left: The automatic KASTOmicut A
2.6 double mitring bandsaw in use at
Mechtop is designed to cut-to-length and
mitre bar, tube and profile
Th

“Going back 20 years we did not have
such a variety of machines using carbidetipped blades and with all the new
materials that are coming onto the market
such as composites and processed board,
we needed to have a system that could
deal with all the geometries and with the
new Vollmer CHD270 we can achieve
endless saw blade geometries.
“There is no saw blade we cannot
sharpen and the need to inform a customer
that we cannot service their blade has been
completely eradicated, increasing our
production and service capabilities.”

MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY
Northern Switzerland-based Mechtop has a
team of 50 designing and building conveyor
systems, tanks, pipework and custom steel
structures such as railings and staircases
and must have a high degree of flexibility in
day-to-day manufacturing operations.
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To meet this, the company has
upgraded its materials logistics by installing
two tower storage systems from Kasto
( www.bit.ly/30OA9E9 ), as well as a bandsaw
from the same manufacturer.
Mechtop has traditionally served a wide
range of sectors including the paper,
automotive, chemical, nuclear,
environmental and pharmaceutical
industries and more recently conveyor
solutions mainly for the food and beverage
industries.
Director Dominic Felice explains: "We
mainly manufacture small and very small
batches down to one-offs. This is often the
case when spare parts are needed urgently,
for instance.
"To meet these demands, we need
systems that are versatile enough to deal
with a range of processes, including our
internal logistics. We try to make delivery of
raw materials through to shipment of our
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products as seamless as possible."
The most used materials are stainless
steels, since the finished components and
systems must be suitable for use in hygienesensitive food applications. The company
processes sheet metal, as well as long
stock including bar, tube and profile. In the
past, both raw material types were stored in
manually operated cantilever storage
facilities that was time-consuming and
laborious for employees.
Mechtop opted for a compact
KASTOecostore and a Unitower tower
storage system, both manufactured by the
German company Kasto, whose Milton
Keynes subsidiary sells the group's storage
and sawing solutions into the UK and Irish
markets.
Both storage facilities are space-saving
tower systems with a loading height
specially designed to meet Mechtop's
requirements. The Unitower is equipped with
108 storage cassettes for holding long
stock up to six metres in length. The
KASTOecostore has 26 pallet storage
shelves able to accommodate sheet
material up to 3 x 1.5 metres.
The Uintower was installed in a pit three
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metres deep, enabling optimal space
utilisation despite the limited building
height. The bar stock storage system has an
external goods delivery station that can be
accessed directly by delivery lorries.
Sheets are brought into the factory
through a roller door and transferred to the
internal storage and retrieval stations of the
KASTOecostore. An internal handling device
automatically takes the pallets and
cassettes to the allocated storage location,
making the material available on a goods-toman principle.

Felice says it has gained a lot of valuable
space, a better overview of its inventory and
more control over stocks, enabling it to work
more productively and efficiently.
The company also invested in a
KASTOmicut A 2.6 automatic bandsaw that
is designed to cut-to-length and mitre
sections of tubes, profiles and bar.
With a cutting range of up to 260 mm
diameter and infinitely adjustable mitre
angles from -45 to +60 degrees, the pivotbow bandsaw offers enough scope to cut a
wide range of different components. The

heavy cast iron saw frame ensures high
quality processing, even of materials that
are difficult to cut. Accuracy is to within ±
0.1 mm per 100 mm of stock length.
Intelligent additional equipment enables
largely unmanned operation for processing
parts in batches of up to about 20 pieces.
The automatic material infeed is particularly
beneficial, as the saw can process a series
of batch orders without manual intervention.
Sawn sections are transported via a chute to
a bin where they are collected by the
operators. ■

Round the clock sharpening at saw blade manufacturer
here longer than I have," says Hermann Baur, joint CEO of
The Holzwerk Baur sawmill, based in Wain, Upper Swabia,
Holzwerk Baur. "The most recent success is a CHD 270 grinding
processes around 180,000 solid cubic metres of wood each
machine for carbide-tipped circular saw blades, with an
year and exports its products across the world and sustainability
automated system which allows it to run around the clock,
is a key priority for the sawmill as the wood is sourced in the
largely without manual intervention."
region, and every last shaving is used.
Holzwerk Baur has 250 saws in operation every day, each of
Holzwerk Baur runs around 250 saws every day, kept sharp
which needs to be resharpened after one and a half shifts. The
using machines supplied by Biberach-based sharpening
Vollmer CHD 270 is a grinding machine with eight CNCspecialist Vollmer ( www.bit.ly/3D8J9CA ). Among the machines in
controlled axes and measuring equipment able to machine
the filing room is a Vollmer CHD 270 grinding machine for
carbide-tipped circular saw blades in a single set-up. It can
carbide-tipped circular saw blades, set up with an automated
system to run around the clock.
sharpen even complex tooth geometries, including chip
breaker grooves, chamfers on the precutting and
The firm has a long history. In 1900,
“The filling
finishing teeth, Braunschweig tooth or chip guide
Bartholomäus Baur founded his carpentry
room at our sawmill
notch. Every circular saw blade is loaded into its
workshop and expanded this into a sawmill two
precise grinding position automatically,
years later, now run by the fifth generation of
contains Vollmer
regardless of its diameter.
his family, his great-grandson Hermann Baur
sharpening machines
A measuring sensor then determines the
and great-great-grandson Frederik Baur.
from Biberach - some of tooth geometry, in other words, the hook
Employing 90, the sawmill cuts around
which have been
angle, radial and tangential clearance angles,
180,000 solid cubic metres of wood and can
working
here longer
cutting width, blade thickness and side
store 10,000 solid cubic metres of logs. The
than I have ”
projection. The grinding machine is automated
production area extends over 100,000 square
using the Vollmer ND 320 handling system, which
metres – the equivalent of about 15 football
pitches.
uses two loading carriages, each of which can be
loaded with up to 50 circular saw blades.
"It is not just our family which has a long tradition of
For Holzwerk Baur, the Vollmer sharpening machines are the
processing and finishing wood. The whole area around Wain is
key to sustainable wood processing, which begins with stripping
part of this tradition," explains Frederik Baur, CEO of Holzwerk
the bark from the logs when they arrive at the sawmill. The
Baur. "The 'Lords of Wain' have been cutting down wood in the
company has created a production cycle that ensures optimum
local forests for more than 500 years. We have set ourselves
use is made of every trunk, with practically every piece utilised.
the goal of ensuring a long-term future for wood processing,
Able to process 80 metres per minute, the profiling line cuts
which is why we source our wood exclusively from sustainable
the logs into clean squares, which are then processed by up to
forestry."
10 saw blades into boards, frames and floorboards.
Holzwerk Baur only purchases its logs from responsibly
Every last scrap of wood is used, with wood chips going to
managed forests, based within a radius of 100 kilometres
the paper mill, sawdust to chipboard manufacturers, wood
around Wain. Suppliers are state, municipal and private forest
shavings to the filler industry, and bark to gardening and
owners. Customers come from across the world, with demand
landscaping firms or their own heating system. A combined
for wood especially high in China and Russia.
heating and power plant is now being built, designed to meet all
"The filing room at our sawmill contains Vollmer sharpening
of the saw mill's heating and power needs.
machines from Biberach – some of which have been working
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COOLANTS & CUTTING OILS ENVIRONMENT MATTERS

Safer & more
environmentally
-friendly machining
Demand for Telford-based Filtermist’s oil mist collectors are as high as they have ever been, driven by
global and domestic markets; and a new collaboration is seeking to develop a new reliable and more
sustainable lubrication system using ultrasonic technology

F

iltermist ( www.bit.ly/3cgjUlM ) has been
an important role in machine shops, so
manufacturing oil mist collectors since
ensuring they are working as intended is
1969 and so far, this year, demand
vital. Oil mist extraction should not be
has been the highest that the Telford-based
viewed as a box ticking exercise either, with
company has ever experienced.
exposure to airborne mist particles
CEO James Stansfield explains that
potentially resulting in a number of
growth has been fuelled by increasing
respiratory diseases. The 5-year
demand from China and India,
warranty is evidence of our
but domestic sales are also
confidence in the quality of
buoyant - partly due to the
the products we
manufacture.”
Health and Safety
Executive’s (HSE)
Stansfield explains
there are a range of
ongoing inspection
programme, which is
benefits to customers
looking at controlling
of using Filtermist oil
mist filters, the main
exposure to
one being they protect
metalworking fluids and
employees from
welding fume.
exposure to harmful
Filtermist recently
introduced a 5-year warranty
airborne oil mist particles as
that is designed to offer
products help to reduce internal
Filtermist CEO
customers additional peace of
airborne pollution and external
James Stansfield
mind their decision to invest in
pollution. There are other
the firm’s oil mist filters “is the right one”.
benefits, including productivity gains and
Stansfield notes if the units are properly
cost savings.
serviced and maintained there is no reason
He adds: “Filtermist specialises in oil
why they cannot last for a substantial
mist and they’re not just another product in
number of years and in the field, there are
our portfolio. We have developed and
Filtermist products that have been
manufactured oil mist filters for more than
operational for 30 years. It has over
50-years and possess a wealth of
300,000 units over 60 countries.
applications and industry experience that
He says: “Our oil mist collectors perform
customers can call upon if they need expert
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assistance.”
Filtermist oil mist collectors have
remained fairly constant and core centrifugal
technology has remained constant since the
units were first developed, but the design
and efficiency has been continually improved
over the course of the last five decades.
The company has worked closely with
various consultants to develop the current
range. This included DERA (now the DSTL)
which, at the time, was thought to be the
UK’s largest science and technology
organisation.
The principles of the Filtermist are
simple. A perforated drum with specially
design vanes rotates at high speed, oil mist
is drawn into the unit and impacts on its
vanes at high velocity. Special drum pads
assist the coalescing process and filter out
stray solid particles.
Centrifugal force pushes oil to the unit’s
outer case where it drains back to the
machine for re-use or collection, and clean
air is returned to the workshop through the
top of the unit.

INSTRUMENTAL MOVE
Just over two years ago, Filtermist moved
into a new 30,000 square foot distribution
centre which has helped drive the business
and propel it to growth. The move enhanced
stock control and delivery lead times, as well
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Filtermist oil mist collectors

as release additional capacity to increase
the firm’s metal fabrication footprint.
Stansfield says: “The expansion has
been instrumental in the growth of the
business, enabling us to reconfigure our
production facilities so that we can
manufacture all our product brands in
Telford.
“It has also provided a new home for our
supply chain, dispatch and export teams,
which gives these departments the
opportunity to work closer together to deliver
higher levels of customer service.
Parent company Absolent Air Care Group
has recently appointed a chief product
officer who will be working very closely with
Filtermist product managers to identify both

improvements to existing
products and additions to the
firm’s range.
In addition to Filtermist, it
is also continually developing
the Dustcheck and Kerstar
brands that were both acquired in 2019, to
help them grow their respective global
markets.
Both Filtermist and Absolent have
ambitious expansion plans, fuelled by
organic and acquisitive
growth. “This was evident
prior to Covid-19 with the
completion of eight UK-based
acquisitions that took place
between 2016 and 2019.
Our M&A has been on hold
due to the pandemic, but
we are still an acquisitive
company and no doubt
there will be additional
developments over the

next few years,” explains St
Filtermist attended EMO Milan, the first
time it had exhibited on a stand hosted by
its parent company. It provided an
opportunity to meet with key European
distributors who are key to its worldwide
sales and support. Stansfield says the
company received enquiries from all over
Europe at the trade show. ■
Stuart Vere, managing director of Kugel
Rotary Services

Lubrication system being
developed to make machining more sustainable
A new research collaboration is developing a lubrication system
for environmentally-friendly machining, using ultrasonic technology
to precisely deliver a tiny quantity of oil to the cutting zone.
Manufacturers will be able to retrofit the new system to their
current machining platforms, allowing smaller businesses to
reduce costs and environmental impact without having to invest in
new machines.
The £1.35m UltraMQL project is led by Derbyshire-based
machining specialist Kugel Rotary Services and funded by
Innovate UK through its Smart Grant programme. Research
partners are Quaker Houghton, Bloc Digital, the University of
Sheffield's Nuclear Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre, and
the University of Brighton's Advanced Engineering Centre.
"Lubrication is a critical factor for successful chip formation
during metal cutting processes," says Stuart Vere, managing
director of Kugel Rotary Services. "Insufficient lubricant as well as
excessive lubricant can have a detrimental effect on quality, cost
and time and have an adverse impact on the environment.
"The introduction of UltraMQL will significantly reduce overall oil
volumes and at the same time allow that all important additional
element of control hence alleviating the challenges faced when
using and maintaining alternative lubrication methods."
The three-year project builds on established minimum quantity
lubricant (MQL) techniques which, instead of flooding the cutting
area with coolant, deliver a tiny amount of oil to the cutting zone –
typically less than a millilitre a minute.
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Research by the Nuclear AMRC has shown MQL can reduce
running costs by up to half and energy use by a fifth. It can also
avoid the need to clean the component after machining and
reduce health risks to machine operators.
Effectively delivering such a tiny amount of lubricant isn't
simple. Current systems typically use a simple mechanical device
known as a Venturi tube to turn the liquid oil into an aerosol. Their
performance can suffer from any changes in oil viscosity or
temperature, resulting in poor surface finish or contamination of
the machined component.
The UltraMQL collaboration focuses on using ultrasonic
vibration to create the aerosol, reducing the size of oil droplets by
an order of magnitude. This will avoid the effects of oil viscosity,
allowing the systems to be used with a much wider range of oils,
with a rapid changeover between machining tasks.
"The University of Brighton will develop a new high-precision
ultrasonic lubricator and apply laser and imaging measurement
techniques to verify the spray performance against flow rate and
droplet size requirements," says Professor Cyril Crua of the
University of Brighton's Advanced Engineering Centre. "A finer oil
mist with precisely controlled droplet sizes and flow rate will
deliver a much more reliable machining lubrication system."
The proposed technology will create an electrostatic charge in
the droplets, which will stop them coalescing and help them
adhere to the workpiece. A prototype system of the technologies
will undergo trials at Kugel Rotary's factory.
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1st MTA, Bowers Group, Ceratizit UK & Ireland and Mastrini MS reflect positively on
the past year and look forward to 2022 with confidence
6th-7th July 2016

Discover the simplicity
of CNC automation with
the HALTER CNC
LoadAssistant
Milling, Turning,
Custom Solutions,
Plug-and-Play for every brand
of CNC machine, Industry 4.0,
Excellent service
and support.

For all your automation requirements.

St

1st MTA. The UK’s leading machining
accessory supplier.
Email: enquiries@1mta.com Freephone: 0800 783 0510
Fax: 0800 783 0517

www.1mta.com

MTA

MACHINE TOOL ACCESSORIES

HALTER CNC from 1st MTA
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1ST MTA
T: 01725 512517
E: enquiries@1mta.com
W: www.1mta.com

New source of machine
tending robots in Britain

S

alisbury-based 1st Machine Tool
Accessories has recently concluded an
agency agreement with HALTER CNC
Automation to provide their robotic machine tool
tending systems in the UK.
HALTER’s plug-and-play robotic cells can be
coupled with any make of CNC machine at any
time, regardless of its age and the type of control.
The flexible, reliable, compact systems are wellsuited for use by all manufacturers producing
a wide mix of small to medium-sized batches.
Such suppliers become more competitive and
profitable, as they are able to reduce the labour
cost content of manufactured components.
Additionally, they can provide a better service by
responding more quickly to their customers.
Renowned for their reliability and the strength
of the service and support provided by the
manufacturer, both locally and remotely, HALTER
LoadAssistants are available in three series:
TurnStacker for automating workpiece handling
in fixed-head CNC turning machines; MillStacker
for providing similar functionality for machining
centres; Universal, capable of feeding parts
automatically for either rotational or prismatic
machining; and workpiece-specific solutions.
Nearly 95% of Halter customers across 25
countries report a return on investment within 18
months for their automation systems, with some
saying it is as short as five months. So there is
much to be gained in terms of extracting greater
manufacturing efficiency and profits from either
new machine tools or existing models on a shopfloor.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES
When production in
China ground to a halt
in early 2020 due to the
pandemic, many factories
in Europe and the US were
forced to close due to lack
of parts. The blockade
of the Suez Canal by
the container ship Ever
Given also showed how
vulnerable world trade
has become.
Both events have triggered a re-evaluation
of supply chains by many OEMs in the West,
with many favouring a move towards local
manufacture instead of sourcing parts from
low-wage countries in the Far East. This creates
opportunities for manufacturing firms in Britain,
provided they can respond flexibly to market
demand and keep production costs and
overheads down. HALTER automation systems are
the perfect solutions to enable this.

FLEXIBLE AUTOMATION
With batch sizes becoming smaller, coupled
with machine tools that are too expensive in
relation to the output they achieve if manually
loaded and unloaded, it is clear automation
offers the solution to many of the challenges
facing manufacturing industry today. Pressure on
delivery times and prices and a growing shortage
of skilled operators make matters worse and the
automation of CNC machines a
necessity.
But which is the best
method? Is a cobot the cheapest
option, or a pallet exchange
system, or should a bespoke
solution be developed with
a stand-alone robotic arm?
Each has its advantages and
disadvantages, but the most
important consideration is
the experience and reliability
of the automation partner
Pictured left: The robots can
be coupled with any make of
CNC machine
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Pictured above: The HALTER CNC Automation
plug-and-play robotic cells

chosen. In this respect HALTER leads the field
and for manufacturers in Britain, the extra
back-up provided by 1st MTA coupled with its
extensive workholding knowledge and product
range will prove invaluable.

SIMPLE PROGRAMMING AND OPERATION
The SmartControl programming software of
the HALTER LoadAssistant is so intuitive that
switching to the next batch run takes less than
five minutes, minimising downtime and lost
production. The manufacturer has a team of
software engineers that understands the need to
make robot programming easy and fast, whether
off-line or at the control on the shop-floor while
production continues. Even if a person has no
robot knowledge, he or she can be trained to
operate a HALTER cell in just a few hours.
The workpiece table may be replenished with
billets or other raw material at any time, even
while the robot arm continues loading the CNC
machine tool. This is a unique feature of the
HALTER LoadAssistant and helps to extract the
maximum output from a machine, as the spindle
almost never has to stop.
Another facet of these all-in-one automation
solutions is the equipment may be moved easily
by pallet truck from one CNC machine to another.
The new machine is automatically identified
and recalibration is rapid owing to self-centring
anchors which fix the robot’s reference position.
Operator safety is paramount and scanners are
provided that slow and then stop the robot arm if
an operator approaches. ■
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T: 0800 073 2073 F: 0800 073 2074
E: tony.pennington@ceratizit.com
W: www.ceratizit.com

A year of landmarks,
development and investment

A

s the economy and, in particular the
manufacturing sector, continues its
recovery from the effects of the Covid
pandemic, CERATIZIT Group has continued to
work tirelessly both behind the scenes and in
front of customers to further enhance
competitiveness for machining businesses. It also
reached a major milestone that marked 100
years of being a pioneer in the development of
exceptional hard material solutions for machining
and wear protection. The result of that 100 years
is a privately-owned business employing over
7000 people around the world making it a true
global player.
Here in the UK a key focus of the past 12
months has been on further enhancements of
customer service, which has seen growth in the
technical sales and applications engineering
teams. These teams and their customers have
also received a major boost with the opening
of CERATIZIT UK & Ireland’s state-of-the-art
Technical Centre located on Sheffield’s Advanced
Manufacturing Park.
This facility is equipped with the latest in
CNC machining technology including multi-axis
machining centres and sliding head lathes. Its
main function will be to support customers in
developing the optimum machining strategies for
their components, with the CERATIZIT applications
Team taking the part from drawing to full
production if

required, making full use of the
extensive catalogue of cutting
tools and workholding from
the four competence brands
within the CERATIZIT Group,
these being Cutting Solutions
by CERATIZIT, KOMET,
WNT and KLENK.
“The
CERATIZIT UK
& Ireland
Technical
Centre is an
extension of
our already
market-leading
customer service
provision. We can
now support customers with a dedicated team
that will help to enhance the development
of machining processes across a wide range
of industry sectors including aerospace,
defence; energy; and transportation,” says Tony
Pennington, Managing Director Ceratizit UK &
Ireland. “We are really excited about working
with our machine tool partners to create what
will be a focus of manufacturing technology,
providing practical solutions to machining issues.
The reactions of visitors on the opening day are
proof that we are delivering a service
that will become increasingly valuable in
enhancing their productivity.”
Development of new products has
also continued throughout the past 12
months with many new and innovative
cutting tools and workholding solutions
being added to the CERATIZIT portfolio.
All of these are contained within the
latest issue of the familiar CERATIZIT

Pictured above: The SilverLine solid carbide milling
cutters
Pictured right: The new WNT X5G-Z
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For more informations:
cutting.tools/en/drago
Dragonskin-quarter-page-UK.indd 1

Pictured above: The new CERATIZIT Technical Centre
in Sheffield
Pictured left: The WTX-Micro

catalogue. Over 8000 new items are contained
within its 2,016 pages, bringing the total to over
60,000 standard cutting tools, all available
from stock. This latest version is also the first
to include the complete portfolio of KOMET
products, putting the entire Team Cutting Tools
product range well within reach. To mitigate the
catalogues expansion, a new clamping technology
catalogue has been created to sit alongside it.
This means machining businesses can access
information on anything and everything that they
might need, from the machine spindle to the
machine table.
New products launched in the past 12-months
include WTX-Micro, a micro deep hole twist drill
for process-secure drilling of hole depths up to
30xD to achieve small bore diameter with tight
tolerances. A new generation of the popular
SilverLine solid carbide milling cutters has been
developed that features optimised cutting edge
geometry to provide enhanced chip flow, as well
as the latest generation of Dragonskin coating
from CERATIZIT.
Workholding is represented by the new
WNT X5G-Z from CERATIZIT, an efficient and
highly precise clamping system for machining
centres. The five-axis clamping system boasts
optimised accessibility from all sides, allowing
components to be machined with five and even
six axes. Another advantage is that the five-axis
vice is very-easy to operate and shortens setup
times significantly. Find out more at https://
cuttingtools.ceratizit.com/gb/en.html ■
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Bowers Group
T: 01276 469 866
E: sales@bowersgroup.co.uk
W: www.bowersgroup.co.uk

Bowers Group launches
new digital external micrometer

B

owers Group is delighted to announce the
launch of its brand-new digital external
micrometer, the Bowers DigiMic. Brand
new for 2021, with a large screen and immediate
confirmation of results, the DigiMic offers quick,
simple, and highly accurate measurement of
both thickness and outside diameters.
Extending the core range of Bowers-branded
products, DigiMic is ergonomically crafted for
comfort, efficiency, and ease of use. Its robust
design ensures functionality in any setting, from
clean calibration laboratories to the harshest of
environments.
Deputy managing director for Bowers Group,
Martin Hawkins, said: “The DigiMic is an exciting
addition to our range of Bowers-branded
products. Having been meticulously designed and

manufactured
at our facility in
Bradford, it is
a truly versatile tool that will offer fast, accurate
measurement across a wide range of settings.
“We are delighted to now be able to offer this
magnificent piece of equipment to the market,
and we’re looking forward to the interest that it
will undoubtedly attract over the coming months.”
Boasting an accuracy of 2 μm max
permissible error and 2 μm max error range,
DigiMic comes with an IP67 rating and is
Industry 4.0 ready with IoT integrated Bluetooth.
Simple and easy to use, with its electronics
driven by just three buttons, DigiMic can
immediately connect with other Bowers and
Sylvac IoT devices to enable easy sharing of

data around the factory floor or with other
devices and software systems utilising the
data feed.
Creating measurement reports is quick and
easy, and when used in conjunction with the
Sylcom data collection software from Sylvac,
you have the option to include a wide array
of data allowing employees, departments and
products to be linked better than ever before.
This initial launch is for the measurement
range of 0 – 25mm, however incremental sizes
up to 100mm will be available with sets in the
near future.
To find out more information regarding the
brand-new DigiMig, visit the Bowers Group
website, www.bowersgroup.co.uk, or contact
sales@bowersgroup.co.uk today.” ■
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WHATEVER YOUR MEASUREMENT NEED...
Bowers Group offer
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Mastrini MS Ltd
T: 029 2252 8105
E: info@mastrinims.co.uk
W: www.mastrinims.com

New expanded product
portfolio for Mastrini

M

astrini MS Ltd is the exclusive UK &
Ireland distribution partner for Recomatic,
the Swiss manufacturer of grinding and
super-finishing machines for the aerospace,
medical, watchmaking and micro-manufacturing
sectors. Recomatic is world-renowned for polishing
and finishing the most precise and delicate
components known to the industry. Now, Caerphillybased Mastrini MS is presenting an extensive
product portfolio to UK manufacturers.
The Recomatic brand incorporates the Reco,
Bula and Swis machine brands. The Bula range of
machines includes more than eight base model
variants that encompass everything from multi-axis
modular automatic transfer finishing machines
through automatic finishing machines with rotating
tables, smoothing and deburring machines, emery

polishing and satin-finishing transfer machines
and automatic carding machines. The complete
base range of machines can be configured to the
specific requirements of the end-user. Whatever your
finishing requirements, Mastrini MS has a solution.
The CT501 is a compact CNC 5-axis finishing
centre that meets requirements for today’s complex
geometries. From turbine blades and precision tools
to hip implants and gearbox shafts: you can grind,
mill and surface finish anything you want. The high
rigidity, thermal stability and compact kinematic of
the CT501 allow you to overcome many challenges.
Cutting through hard material such as ceramics,
sapphires or carbides is easily achieved, with
extreme precision and repeatability. The aerospace
industry needs material that can sustain extreme
temperatures and strength such as Inconel, nickel

CT501
6 (5+1) axis CNC grinding / milling

CONTACT US TODAY:

super alloys or titanium. The industry demands
excellent dimensional accuracy and has very
particular surface homogeneity requirements,
when it comes to difficult material to machine, the
CT501 excel and can achieve high productivity rates
thanks to its automatic tool changer, automation
options, Fanuc 30iB control and spindle speed
of 60,000 rpm (option). The Poligo Bula B2, is a
monobloc machine equipped with two CNC work
units each with 5 simultaneous axis and a 4-position
indexed rotating table. It enables workpieces to be
loaded/unloaded in concurrent time and coupled
with automation can achieve high production rates
needed in the automotive industry. The Poligo range
machines are fully modular and the configuration is
defined depending on the process requirements and
productivity targets. ■

POLIGO B2
5 axis CNC polishing / deburring
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Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.

For all the latest
news, follow us
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@Machinerytweets

For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
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of spindle components.

Which is why we’re regarded by the aerospace
industry as a company it can trust, a company
it can do business with.
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Deep Hole Drilling
driven & high frequency types)
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workheads, wheelheads etc.
Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling
Subcon Drilling Ltd
Unit 6, The Heron Business Park,
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For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.
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manufacture of a wide range of metal
springs and spring related products

FISSO

• Expert design services
• Quality mass production
• Hand skills for low volume orders
• Competitive pricing
• Outstanding customer service
No it’s not.

Swiss Made

Dial Gauges
& DTI’s

FM 38790

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?
Gauging Arms
& Bases

But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment!
CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
www.mapra.co.uk
Working from drawings, samples or designing

E: info@mapra.co.uk T: 020 8508
4207
Engineering

Equipment. Call us today to turn your used
machines
and old equipment
springs
for new products,
we produce:into cash.
Compression springs
*07752 569191*

To advertise here please call
Tension springs
*Quality Used Machine
Tools*
Torsion springs
James Creber on 01322 221144
Car Springs
www.jetmachinery.co.uk
Subcontract Services

START
GROWING
YOUR
BUSINESS
NOW

01763 274909
info@alphasprings.co.uk
www.alphasprings.co.uk

Subcontract Services
A division of

For over 35 years,
MA Knowledge has
been supplying the
engineering and
manufacturing industry
with high quality, targeted
business leads

✓

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

100%

✔ Data rental
✔ Data multi
use licences
COMPLIAN
T
✔ Email marketing
✔ Direct mail
✔ Telemarketing
✔ Lead generation
✔ Sales prospecting
✔ Data audits/ cleaning

GDPR

Contact: James Creber on 01322 221144
or james.creber@markallengroup.com

www.ma-knowledge.com

To advertise here
please call

Sarah Knight
on 01322 221144
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years ago

Hendon North in London
in Sir John Gorst, resigns
the party whip, leaving the
party without a majority in
the House of Commons

▼
Fernando /stock.adobe.com

▼
Conservative MP for

dec 96

Key Events
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T

his month in December 1996, our comment piece focuses on
disability and how the Office of Population Censuses and
Surveys estimates there are more than 6.2m disabled adults
between 16 and 65 in the UK and of this number, 1.27m are
economically active and 36% are unemployed. The Disability
Discrimination Act has now come into force meaning it is unlawful to
discriminate against a disabled person in employment. We note with
the force of law behind the need to encourage employers to give
disabled people work opportunities, it may though prove an uphill
struggle to enforce the Disability Act but urge a focus on the
potential of disabled people that comes from employing them.
In news, a Trades Union Congress survey finds 75% of workers
in the manufacturing industry are concerned about shop-floor noise
and the impact on their hearing; the Mayflower Corporation has
conditionally agreed to buy the South Charleston Stamping &
Manufacturing Company; Bristol-based toolholding supplier Pfander
has opened a new centralised distribution centre in Coventry; and
manufacturing companies call for higher investment incentives.
As for other headlines, the new Millennium machining centre
from Webster & Bennett which made its debut at MACH 96 has
received orders from the US, South Africa and Europe; and Vickers
orders two Starcut 400 vertical machining centres and one
LE5000 horizontal machine from AsquithBulter.
As for events, the Scottish Manufacturing &
Engineering exhibition in Glasgow boosted Ward HiTech as the Sheffield firm secures orders worth
around £150,000; while the IMTS exhibition in
Chicago was deemed a huge success for the 40
British companies attending and Cincinnati
Milacron UK said it sold more than 100 vertical
CNC machining centres and CNC turning
centres.
In features, our lead feature focuses on
news from this year’s Euro-BLECH show in
German sweeper
Matthias Sammer is
named best footballer in
Europe in the Ballon d’Or,
ahead of Ronaldo and
Alan Shearer

Hanover, where several trends emerged including the growing
importance and broadening use of sheetmetal as an engineering
material. Our report found that there were some important new
machines for sheet folding and a marked trend towards combined
operations and one-hit production.
Our tooling feature centres on how partnerships which share
knowledge are fairly rare lower down in the supply chain, but a
close relationship between steering specialist Adwest Engineering
and cutting tool supplier Sandvik Coromant is reaping rewards, with
tool store racks progressively eliminated as production increases.
In this issue we look at news from the turning sector and visit
two subcontracting firms making the first use in the UK of the new
CNC sliding-head autos which look set to challenge the cycle time
advantages of older, CAM-driven machinery. Ware-based Leaside
Turned Parts and Alphatool Productions are making use of the
different machines and applying the technology to produce parts
faster, within shorter lead times and raising productivity.
In turning product news, an updated version of the Puma 12L is
being offered by Mills Manufacturing Technology; Boehringer now
offers its 16M series; from HK Technologies comes the Italian
Famar range of inverted-spindle, small VTLs; and the WFL M100
Millturn supplied by Kyal Machine Tools claims to be the most
advanced millturn machine for complete machining on the market.
The advent of the hexapod machine that was first showcased at
the Chicago IMTS machine tool show in 1994 was seen in 1996 as
potentially the most significant advance in the machine tool
industry since the invention of numerical control, but like that
invention, the hexapod’s mainstream adoption is taking time.
We have a special report on hexapod technology, looking at how
Geodetic is leading the way and seeing the fruits of their labour.
Indeed, we conclude based on its efforts and the licensing
breakthrough with Okuma, Geodetic’s hexapod technology now
appears set on a path to underpin the world’s first wave of
commercial hexapod machine tool development and application. ■

▼

NASA’s 1st Mars
rover launched
from Cape
Canaveral

The coatings for
the highest performance

For more information:
cutting.tools/en/dragonskin
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The Disability Discrimination Act comes into force; 75% of workers in the
manufacturing industry are concerned about shop-floor noise; SME show in Glasgow
boosts business for Ward Hi-Tech; and new trends emerge at Euro-BLECH

▼

Apple buys NeXT and
NeXTSTEP for $429m
and 1.5m shares of
Apple stock and
acquires Steve Jobs

KNOWLEDGE
Subscribe to unique and essential content now
MA Engineering and Technology features four highly focused engineering magazines as well as nine industry
newsletters that are full of mission-critical news and innovation. Covering technologies from pump engineering,
filtration systems, and advanced composite materials to biometric know-how, sealing technologies and even
safety management of big data, the MA Engineering and Technology titles provide subscribers with a truly
innovative, global insight into their specific industries. Titles include:

• World Pumps
• Pump Industry Analyst
• Sealing Technology

• Filtration + Separation
• Filtration Industry Analyst
• Membrane Technology

• Reinforced Plastics
• Additives for Polymers
• Metal Powder Report

Plus!
• Biometric Technology Today • Computer Fraud & Security • Network Security
And Fuel Cells Bulletin which comes with a free subscription to Electric & Hybrid Rail Technology
as well as Electric & Hybrid Vehicle Technology International!

reinforced

A subscription to this unique collection of publications provides users with back issues starting from 2018 as
plastics
well as the latest news. Titles can be individually ordered or purchased
as a collection at a discounted price.
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athletes when training
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Power generation

3D PRINTING AIMS

Turbine protection in a solar
power tower
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Turning Vienna’s waste
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the voice of the composites industry worldwide
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The danger within:
WHY COUNTERFEIT PARTS COMPROMISE
PERFORMANCE AND SAFETY

Oil & gas | Single-use pumps
Fluid transportation

www.worldpumps.com

NASA’S PLANNED 2024 ARTEMIS MOON SHOT WILL RELY ON AM
COMPONENTS, WITH HOPES OF USING LUNAR MATERIAL FOR 3D PRINTING

www.reinforcedplastics.com
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Terminating tuberculosis

Independent.
Experienced. Trusted.
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To find out how you can access this mission-critical information,
email: institutions@markallengroup.com
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Our warehouse in your
machine shop...
Access to
cutting tools 24/7
With full control.

Major cashflow
benefits
You only pay for
the tools you use.

Zero obsolete stock
You don‘t get left with old
cutting tool technology.

Major purchasing
cost reduction

Only one consolidated
invoice per month, with
no management fee.

Scan for a comprehensive
tool supply review

CERATIZIT is a high-technology engineering
group specialised in cutting tools and hard
material solutions.

Tooling the Future
www.ceratizit.com

